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Dear Dr. Richards, 

The following is the "technical description" of my work here in Seibersdorf 
as I see it: 

I was involved in setting up and outfitting the laboratory of molecular 
biology in the Soil Science Unit in Seibersdorf. Furthermore, I worked on the 
development of an efficient transposon marker system for soil bacteria based 
on the gusA (beta-glucuronidase) gene from E. coli. This project involved the 
use of molecular cloning techniques, functional testing of the system in 
bacteria, and assays on plants. 

The work which I have begun is being pursued further in Seibersdorf, and 
the GUS marker system will soon be implemented in studies of the 
Rhizobi'um-legume nitrogen fixation symbiosis. These studies include 
experiments concerning the migration and distribution of Rhizobium strains 
introduced into soil and inter-strain competition for nodulation 
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Introduction 

Traditionally people have spoken of studying the Rhizobium-legume nitrogen 

fixation symbiosis either from the bacterial-side or from the plant-side of the 

matter, and most labs today which work on the molecular aspects of the 

symbiosis can be classified as either "bacterial" or "plant" labs. The reasons for 

this particular division of research labor is rooted in the general reductionist 

approach that permeates all of modern scientific research. The idea behind this 

approach is that if one wishes to understand a complex natural phenomenon one 

should first divide the phenomenon cognitively into a number of sub-parts which 

can be studied independently. Once the functioning of all of these sub-parts is 

understood one can then derive an explanation for the phenomenon as a whole 

by synthesizing into a coherent description of the phenomenon the various sub-

descriptions of its parts. 

Following this line of thinking, the simplest and seemingly most logical 

division of any symbiotic phenomenon is that which divides into distinct units of 

study the individual organisms which participate in the symbiosis. Hence the 

traditional division of the field of Rhizobium-\egume symbiosis research into 

"bacterial" research on the one hand and "plant" research on the other. 

This division is in many respects unsatisfactory, however, since it ignores the 

third and in many ways most important partner in this symbiosis, the soil. 

Modern biological research with its fondness for "model systems" often tends to 

pay little attention to the original environment or "context" in which a natural 

phenonmenon takes place. Yet such attention to context is particularly needed 

in studies of the Rhizobium-legume symbiosis since every stage in the 

development of the symbiosis itself depends upon the general state of-the soil at 
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that time (for a discussion of some of the environmental factors affecting the 

symbiosis see Dowling and Broughton, 1986). 

In order to avoid this drawback associated with the traditional division of the 

field into bacterial and plant research, I prefer to employ an alternative 

conceptual division which divides the study of the symbiosis into two distinct 

temporal phases: the first phase includes all those interaction between 

bacterium, plant, and soil up to the point at which nitrogen fixation begins. The 

second phase includes the process of nitrogen fixation itself and all the 

consequences for the bacteria, the plant, and the soil which derive from it. 

In very rough terms, these two conceptual divisions can be equated with two 

existing fields of symbiosis research: rhizosphere ecology on the one hand and 

nitrogen fixation research on the other. These two fields also represent the two 

main areas of research within the Soil Science Unit in Seibersdorf. 

Of course the singlemost important tool for nitrogen fixation research is a 

means of quantifying nitrogen fixation. This tool is represented by the N1 5 

methodology which is now employed as the method of choice for nitrogen 

quantification in Seibersdorf. 

In the field of rhizosphere ecology, the most useful tool is a means of properly 

indentifying a particular bacterial strain of interest and following it during its 

interactions with the soil and the plant. 

The reasons for wishing to follow a particular strain of bacteria in the soil are 

many. Therefore I will limit my discussion to a consideration of those reasons 

which have to do with the productivity of the symbiosis in particular since this is 

the primary interest of our research in this field. 

A fact of which most agricultural scientists are aware is that oftentimes the 

addition of a Rhizobium inoculant to a legume crop fails to result in any 

appreciable benefit in terms of overall yield despite the selection of a highly 
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effective strain as an inoculant. This lack of benefit can be the result of one of 

two major factors: 

(1) the first factor is that either the inoculated bacteria are not well-distributed 

in the soil or are present in insufficient numbers to occupy a significant 

proportion of the nodules. 

(2) the second factor is that the inoculant strain is simply not successful in 

competing with a less effective indigenous strain for the production of nodules. 

in addressing the first problem, a means of identifying and quantifying the 

introduced strain in the soil is absolutely necessary in order to be able to 

determine its distribution and number. In the second case, it is imperative to be 

able to distinguish the introduced strain from other indigenous strains both in 

nodules and on the surface of roots in order to study competition between the 

strains. 

Now that I have defined the reasons for wanting to identify and follow bacteria 

in the rhizosphere, I will proceed to discuss techniques for strain identification. 

Techniques for strain identification fall into one of two broad categories: 

(1) Unmarked-strain identification: which includes those techniques which rely 

on direct identification of a native strain without the introduction of an exogenous 

marker gene. 

(2) Marked-strain identification: which includes those techniques which do rely 

on the introduction of a marker gene for the purpose of identification. 
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Some examples of unmarked-strain identification techniques are the 

following: the use of naturally occurring and induced antibiotic resistance (Brunei 

et al., 1988); the use of fluorescently-labelled antibody probes (Brayton and 

Colwell, 1987); whole protein pattern comparisons (Vandamme et al., 1991); 

DNA hybridization methods (Holben and Tiedje, 1988); PCR analysis (Bej et al., 

1990); and direct detection via microscopy (Borsheim et al., 1990). 

Although the techniques for unmarked-strain identification have the 

advantage of not in any way altering the genetic make-up of the strain under 

consideration, they are also subject to the disadvantage of not being exclusively 

specific to the strain in question and do not lend themselves to a rapid analysis 

of a large number of samples. 

The introduction of a marker gene into a strain which is to be followed in the 

soil not only allows one to screen a large number of samples in a short period of 

time (thus avoiding the statistical errors which arise in studies employing small 

sample sizes) but also allows one to address many questions which are difficult 

or impossible to explore using unmarked-strain identification techniques. 

Since the main interest of my work over the past year has been the 

development of the gusA gene as a marker gene for soil bacteria, I will now 

summarize some of the features that an ideal marker gene system should 

possess. Some important features of any marker system are the following: 

(1) Minimal background activity--This requirement applies in the environment 

wherein the marker is to be employed. The reason for this requirement is 

simple: if there is a high background activity of the marker gene either in the soil 

or in the plant itself then one will be unable to determine whether or not such 

activity is due to the marked strain or simply due to background. 
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(2) Minimal horizontal transfer of the marker--ln this case horizontal transfer of 

the marker means any transfer of the marker to other organisms (specifically 

bacteria) in the soil. This type of transfer is to be distinguished from vertical 

transfer which is transfer from the marker strain to its progeny. Of course 

horizontal transfer is to be avoided since we do not wish to detect in our assay 

any strains other than the particular strain which we marked at the beginning of 

the experiment. 

Horizontal transfer can occur by three principal means: transformation, 

transduction, and conjugation (Levy and Miller, 1989). Since transformation and 

transduction of DNA between strains and species of bacteria is always a 

possibility and cannot be gaurded against in practice, there will always exist a 

certain degree of horizontal transfer within a soil. 

The degree of transfer, however, can be minimized by reducing the number 

of opportunities for conjugal transfer. The frequency of conjugal transfer of a 

particular gene is directly proportional to the promiscuity of the DNA fragment on 

which it resides. For this reason we can see that the susceptibility to transfer is 

greatest for genes encoded on plasmids with a broad host range, less for those 

on plasmids with a restricted host range, and least of all for those located on the 

bacterial chromosome itself. 

(3) Maximal stability of the marker--This requirement underscores the 

importance of minimalizing spontaneous loss of the marker gene from the 

original marked strain. If the marker gene is lost at a significant rate in the soil 

then any assay for marker gene activity will underestimate the extent and size of 

the original marked population. 
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The stability of the marker can be maximalized by insuring that the gene 

integrates into that fragment of DNA which is least likely to be lost through 

successive generations of replication and division. As in the requirement for 

minimal horizontal transfer, incorporation of the marker gene into a broad-host-

range plasm id would be least desireable whereas incorporation into the bacterial 

chromosome would be optimal. In the case of markers borne on transposons, 

once an original integration into the chromosome is obtained, minimization of the 

likelihood of such a transposon transposing from one piece of DNA to another is 

required. 

Such transpostion is a potential danger since many transposons used today 

to introduce marker genes bear their own transposase which greatly increase the 

mobility of the transposon. This "hopping" between pieces of DNA could, in 

theory, not only lead to a decrease in the stability of the integration in the marked 

strain, but also to an increased frequency of horizontal transfer, since a 

transposon which originally integrated into a chromosome could later hop onto a 

plasm id thus increasing its chances of conjugal transfer. 

(4) Minimal negative effect on marked strain-Since marker gene techniques rely 

on the introduction of foreign DNA into the strain to be followed there exists the 

possibility that the presence of this DNA and its protein products in the cell may 

disrupt the normal activity of the cell in certain ways. Such disruptions must be 

minimalized, especially when a marked strain is being used to examine a 

phenomenon such as competition wherein very subtle changes in the genetic 

constitution of a strain can result in drastic effects on the strain's competitive 

ability. 

In this sense transposons bearing marker genes en be problematicfor two 

reasons: first, the insertion of a transposon can interupt the coding sequence of 
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an actively transcribed gene resulting in a mutation with negative functional 

consequences. Secondly, the transcription of the marker gene (or genes) may 

have negative effects on the host bacterium either by creating a metabolic strain 

on the bacterium through high-level constitutive transcription or by a poisoning 

effect caused by the presence of large amounts of the marker protein. 

(5) Simplicity of marking protocol-This requirement is of particular importance in 

our work since we wish to be able to transfer this technique to laboratories in 

developing countries. For this reason, the simpler the protocol the better. 

(6) Simplicity of assay-Once again since this technique is to be transferred to 

the third world the assay should be simple. Furthermore, assay simplicity allows 

a much greater sample through-put which greatly facilitates studies invloving 

large numbers of samples. 

(7) Cost effectiveness of the technique~The cost effectiveness of the technique 

is also a very important consideration for studies to be carried in laboratories in 

developing countries, many of which have very limited research funding. 

There now exist a number of systems which have been developed for 

marking bacteria for purposes of microbial ecology. Most of the recent 

references fall into one of two groups: those which used the lacZ gene as a 

marker (Drahos et al., 1986; Hoefte et al., 1990) and those which used luxAB as 

a marker (Legocki et al., 1986; Boivin et al., 1988; Rattray et al., 1990)7 In three 

of these give references (Drahos et al., 1986; Legocki et al., 1986; and Rattray et 
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al., 1990) the authors introduced the marker gene into the bacteria on a broad-

host-range plasmid. As I have just discussed above, broad-host-range plasmids 

are prone to frequent transfer between strains and species and for this reason 

do not fulfill our requirement of minimalization of horizontal transfer. 

In the two remaining references (Hoefte et al., 1990; Boivin et al., 1988) the 

authors introduced the marker gene into the chromosome of the bacteria. 

Although this is a definite improvement over the plasmid-bome systems in terms 

of marker stability, there still exist a number of difficulties with the particular 

marker genes themselves. In the case of the lacZ gene which codes for beta-

galatosidase, there is a very high background activity of this enzyme both in 

plant roots and in almost all soil microorganisms. Also, in the case of bacterial 

luciferase, although background activity is low in soil, the activity of the 

introduced marker gene itself is not sufficient to allow immediate determination of 

nodule occupancy with the naked eye (Legocki et al., 1986). It is often 

necessary to crush the nodules or even grind them up and suspend them in 

liquid in order to determine the presence of a marked strain. These 

complications in the assay protocol limit the speed and facility with which 

samples can be processed during an experiment. 

On account of the numerous drawbacks of presently existing marker gene 

systems, we have decided to concentrate on the use of the gusA gene as a 

marker, since it avoids many of the problems encountered by these other 

systems. Before I discuss the goals of my work, I would like briefly to describe 

the beta-gtucuronidase enzyme, its structural gene gusA, and their normal 

function in E. coli. 

The gusA gene was originally isolated from E. coli, one of the major" 

constituents of the microflora of the mammalian gastrointestinal tract. In its 
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native host it forms an operon with two other genes, gusB and gusC, and is 

involved in the uptake and degradation of glucuronidated compounds. Since 

glucuronidation (the covalent attachment of a glucuronide group) is the. principal 

means of detoxification of xenobiotic compounds in human beings, it is 

reasonable enough that E. co//should have evolved such an enzyme. By 

selectively taking up the glucuronated compounds which it encounters in the gut, 

E. co//acquires a food source, glucuronic acid, which it obtains by hydrolyzing 

the glucuronide from its aglycone by means of the beta-glucuronidase enzyme. 

When we assay beta-glucuronidase activity we employ a colorless substrate 

known as X-gluc which has the chemical formula 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl 

beta-D-glucuronide. Upon removal of the glucuronide group the aglycone 

quickly dimerizes via oxidation to produce an insoluble, deep blue precipitate, 

which is readily identifiable as the hallmark sign of beta-glucuronidase activity. 

In my work I have tried to accomplish two related goals: the first goal was to 

build a marker gene construct using the gusA gene that would meet the 

requirements for a marker system that I have outlined above; the second goal 

was to find the best possible marker delivery system that would allow maximal 

ease of transfer of the marker gene from a host strain to the soil bacterium which 

is to be marked. 
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Materials and Methods 

Part A: Materials 

sources of materials: 

The sources for the labware and chemicals used in this work were the 

following: disposable plasticware including eppendorf tubes and pipette tips were 

from Biorad; glassware, glass pipettes, pipettemen, pipette tubes, and all general 

labware items were from Bender and Hobein; enzymes including restriction 

endonucleases, ligase, E. coli DNA polymermase Klenow fragment, T4 DNA 

polymerase, and calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase were from Pharmacia and 

New England Biolabs; X-gluc, X-gal, X-phos, and IPTG were from AG Biosynth; 

Red-glue was from Research Organics; all other chemicals were from Sigma. 

solutions: 

Antibiotics were made up in 1000x concentrated stock solutions (except 

streptomycin at 100x). Ultimate concentrations used in cultures were the 

following: ampicillin 50 ug/ml; chloramphenicol (stock in methanol) 100 ug/ml; 

kanamycin 50 ug/ml; nalidixic acid (stock pH to 11 with NaOH) 10 pg/ml; 

rifampicin (stock in methanol) 150 ug/ml; spectinomycin 100 ug/ml; streptomycin 

100 ug/ml; tetracycline (stock of tetracycline hydrochloride in methanol) 10 

ug/ml. 
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It is important to note that all of the antibiotic stock solutions were kept at 4' C 

and should ideally be made fresh (usually in 10 ml aliquots) every several 

weeks. 

All stock solutions of "X-" compounds (including Red-glue) were made at 

1000x concentration with 40 mg/ml in dimethyl formamide: X-gluc (5-bromo-4-

chloro-3-indolyl beta-D-glucuronide cyclohexylammonium salt); X-gal (5-bromo-

4-chloro-3-indolyl beta-D-galactoside cyclohexylammonium salt); X-phos (5-

bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate p-toluidine salt); Red-glue (6-chloro-3-indolyl 

beta-D-glucuronide cyclohexylammonium salt). IPTG (isopropyl-beta-

thiogalatctopyranoside) was made at 1000x concentration with 40 mg/ml in 

water. 

The X-compound stock solutions were kept at -20' C in the dark. It is my 

experience that these stock solutions tend to degrade quite rapidly and should 

be made up in small (e.g., 1 ml) amounts, preferably immediately before use. A 

stock solution should not be kept for more than two weeks since much longer 

storage leads to degradation of the compound and weakening of the staining 

achieved. 
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Part B: Methods 

Preparation of competent cells: 

I rountinely prepared competent cells by the method of Nishimura et al. 

(Nishimura et al., 1990). In the following I present this protocol with only some 

very subtle revisions: 

I set up an overnight culture of the strain to be made competent in 5 ml LB 

broth and let it grow with shaking at 37' C. The following morning I added 0.5 ml 

of the over-night culture to 50 ml of medium A (LB broth supplemented with 10 

mM-MgS04 7H2O and 0.2%- glucose) (I find it most convenient to make up my 

LB with 10mM MgS04, autoclave the solution, then add the 0.2% glucose from a 

100x filter-sterilized 20% glucose stock solution). I then let the culture grow with 

shaking at 37' C until early log-phase (any where between an ODQOO between 

0.2 and 0.3 seems to work fine. I usually avoided the use of the 

spectrophotometer by simply eye-balling the culture to determine whether it had 

reached early log-phase. The point at which the culture first starts to become 

cloudy and the presence of bacteria can first be discerned is an appropriate time 

to proceed to the next step). 

At this point I remove the flask from the shaker adding the 50 ml of culture 

carefully to a sterile 50 ml polyproylene centrifuge tube. This tube is then kept 

on ice for 10 minutes. After which the cells are spun at 2,500 rpm and 4' C for 

10 minutes (it is important to turn the centrifuge on early in the morning or even 

the night before you intend to prepare competent cells since the rotor should be 

at 4' C before carrying out this step). 

Once the spin is complete the cells should immediately be removed from the 

centrifuge and placed on ice (the cells should be kept on ice at all times from this 
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stage on). The supernatant should be thoroughly decanted and a small (about 1 

cm in diameter) pellet o1 bacteria should be visible at the bottom of the tube. 

Now I add 0.25 ml of ice-cold medium A to the tube resuspending the pellet 

thoroughly by gently flicking of the tube (remember to keep on ice. I usually flick 

the tube a bit then let it sit on ice 10-15 seconds then flick it again repeating the 

process until the pellet is fully suspended. Do not vortex the tube). Once the 

pellet is resuspended add 1.25 ml of ice-cold medium B (36% glycerin, 12%-

PEG (MW4000-7500), 12 mM MgS04 7H20 added to LB broth (pH 7.0) and 

sterilized by filtration. I usually prepare this solution in the following way: add 

together 41.4 ml of 87% glycerin (or 36 ml of 100% glycerin), 12 g PEG 

(polyethyleneglycol)(4000 or 7500), and 1.2 ml 1 M MgS04 and autoclave (the 

PEG will dissolve upon autoclaving). Then add LB broth up to 100 ml. Mix well. 

Filter-sterilize. Store at 4' C). Mix the solution thoroughly by gently flicking the 

tube. 

At this point the cells should be divided into chilled, sterile eppendorf tubes in 

aliquots of 0.15 ml. Be careful to keep the cells cold at all times while aliquoting 

into eppendorfs. I find it convenient to keep the eppendorfs into which I am 

aliquoting in the slots of the small stratacooler which is normally kept at -20' C. 

Once the aliquots have been made I store the tubes at -80' C until use. 

Transformation: 

The choice of which cells to use for a transformation depends, of course, 

upon the particular construct being transformed. In the case of most constructs 

containing the gusA gene the strain KW1 is the most appropriate since'it carries 

a deletion of the gus operon thus presents no background GUS activity on X-
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glue plates. When detection of gus activity is not important a very good all-

purpose strain that permits a-complementation and which yields highly 

competent cells is DH5a. When using any constructs that require the -pir gene 

for proper replication (such as the miniTn5and pUT vectors) a Xpir strain should 

be used. The best strains for maintenance of such plasmids are cc118 Xpir and 

S17-1 X.pir. I should point out, however, that cc118 Apir does not possess the 

transfer functions necessary for conjugal transfer of the plasmid. Thus, 

whenever a strain is to be used as a host in a bacterial mating either S17-1 Xpk 

or SM10 Xpir should be employed. Finally, when working with a gene coding for 

beta-galactosidase, MC1061 is usually the best host strain to employ since it 

lacks the endogenous lac operon. 

In order to carry out a transformation I employ the following steps: 

First I remove the aliquots of competent cells that I need from the -80' C freezer 

and place them immediately on ice (usually they thaw within a minute or two). 

Once thawed I add anywhere from 3.0 to 8.0 pi of the ligation mix to be 

transformed (or whatever DNAI happen to be transforming), close the tube, and 

flick 5 or 6 times to insure that the DNA is thoroughly dispersed amongst the 

cells (again do not vortex). 

Next, I allow the. cells to sit on ice for 30 minutes (a little longer does not do 

any harm) at which point I transfer the cells to a 42' C water bath for exactly 60 

seconds (the general wisdom is that this "heat shock" step should not be any 

shorter or any longer than 60 seconds. I have found serendipitously that one 

can leave the cells several minutes at 42' C without a significant effect on the 

outcome of the transformation). After the heat shock the cells should again be 

transferred to ice for a minimum of two minutes (longer is again alrighf). Once 

the cells are cold I transfer the 150 ul of transformed cells to 1 ml of LB without 
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antibiotics (very important!) and allow them to shake for one hour at 37' C (this 

incubation presumably allows the cells to begin to express the antibiotic 

resistance which they have acquired via the newly transformed plasmid). 

Once the cells have been grown for one hour, 100 ul may be plated on an 

appropriate selective plate. Alternatively the cells may be spun down, the 

supernatant tipped out of the eppendorf (leaving about 100 ul in the bottom), the 

pellet resuspended by vortexing, and the resultant aliquot then plated on an 

appropriate selective plate. These plates should then be left overnight at 37' C. 

Preparation of DNA 

Mini-preps: 

For mini-preps I use the alkaline lysis protocol of Maniatis et al., 1982. I will, 

however, present it here in full since there are some subtle modifications which I 

employ. 

I start by inoculating a culture to be prepped into 5 ml of LB broth containing 

the appropriate antibiotics and allow it to grow with shaking overnight at 37' C. 

The next morning I take 1.5 ml of this culture into an eppendorf, spin down the 

cells, and decant the supernatant. I then add another 1.5 ml of cells and do the 

same this time insuring that all of the supernatant has been removed. 

Now I add 100 ul of solution I (50 mM glucose, 25 mM Tris CI (pH 8.0), 10 

mM EDTA (pH 8.0)) to the cells and resuspend them by vortexing. (It is very 

important to resuspend the cells thoroughly. They should be vortexed'until a 

homogenous solution of cells is obtained which is totally free of "clumps".) 
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At this point I add 200 ul of solution li (0.2 N NaOH (freshly diluted from a 10 

N stock solution), 1% SDS). (I should point out that solutions I, II, and III should 

all be stored at 4'C. I find that solutions I and III are indefinitely stable at this 

temperture. Solution II, however, is not. Solution II should often be made afresh 

(every 2-3 weeks seems appropriate to me). Oftentimes when a mini-prep fails, 

it is a result of a solution II that has gone bad. the first thing that one should do 

in such a circumstance is prepare a new batch of solution II and try again). 

Once solution II has been added to the cells, the eppendorf should be inverted 

(that is, simply turned upside down and then right side up again) 3 times making 

sure that the solution covers the entire interior surface of the tube (the cells 

should not be vortexed at this point). After mixing the cells in this way allow 

them to sit on ice for 5 minutes (Upon opening the tubes in order to add solution 

III one should see thin lines of goo that connect the lip of the lid to the lip of the 

tube. If these lines of goo are not apparent it is likely that the cells have not 

lysed properly. If this turns out to be the case, a new batch of solution II should 

be tried). 

Next, add 150 ul of solution III (5 M potassium acetate 60 ml, glacial acetic 

acid 11.5 ml, H2O 28.5 ml) and vortex extremely well. Again allow the cells to sit 

on ice for 5 minutes. Then spin the tubes at 14,000 rpm for 3-4 minutes, 

subsequently removing the liquid supernatant (roughly 470 pi) into a fresh 

eppendorf tube. Add 55 ul of 3 M sodium acetate to the solution followed by 470 

pi of a phenol: chloroform solution (vol. 1:1) (Saturated phenol should be made 

from fresh crystals exactly as described in Maniatis et al, 1989 appendix B4 and 

then stored at -20' C. I add 0.1 g of hydroxyquinoline per 100 ml of phenol). 

This mix should then be vortexed and spun at 14,000 rpm for 3-4 minutes. 

Next, carefully remove the tubes from the centrifuge. You should observe 

two phases. The top phase is the aqueous phase containing the DNA. Carefully 
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remove the aqueous phase (I usually take about 470 ul) into a fresh eppendorf 

without bringing with it any of the organic phase. Then add 100% ethanol up to 

the top of the eppendorf (about 1.2 ml), vortex well, and allow to sit at -20' C for 

5 minutes. Now centrifuge for 8 to 10 minutes at 14,000 rpm. Using a drawn-

out pasteur pipette remove the ethanol supernatant from the small white pellet at 

the bottom of the eppendorf by aspiration. Immediately add 100 ul of 70% 

ethanol (usually made by adding 74 ml of "100%" ethanol (which is actually 

usually only about 95%) to 26 ml H2O) and then remove this ethanol as well by 

aspiration making sure that as little ethanol as possible remains in the tube. 

Now set the tubes in a vacuum for 10-15 minutes allowing all of the remaining 

ethanol to evaporate. 

How much water (or TE buffer) I use to resuspend the pellet depends on the 

particular construct which I am prepping. I usually resuspend a high-copy-

number plasmid in 40-50 pi of water using 1-2 ul of the resultant solution in a 

restriction digest. In the case of a mini-prep of a low-copy-number plasmid, I 

would normally resuspend in 10-20 ul and use half of the resulting solution for a 

restriction digest. Special notice should be taken of certain "high-copy-number" 

plasmid which for some reason seem to be maintained at a low level within the 

cells (pJC80 and pJC90 in particular). I discuss these special cases in more 

detail in the Discussion. 

Maxi-preps: 

I generally employ a maxi-prep either when I wish to obtain a large supply of 

a high-copy-number plasmid or when a I wish to get enough of a low-cDpy-

number plasmid to actually work with. The protocol which I have used is 
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essentially a scale-up of the alkaline lysis mini-prep and runs as described 

below. 

I begin by inoculating a culture to be prepped into 500 ml of LB containing the 

appropriate antibiotics. I allow this to grow overnight at 37' C with shaking. The 

next morning I add the 500 ml to a large polyproplyene tube and spin the cells 

down at 8,000 rpm for 10 minutes. I then resuspend the cells in 20 ml of solution 

I (solutions I, II, and III in this protocol are identical to those used in the mini-prep 

protocol. Please see above) vortexing extremely well. 

Once the cells are homogenously resuspended I add 40 ml of solution II and 

mix gently by inverting the tube three times. I then allow the tube to sit at room 

temperature for 10 minutes. 

At this point I add 30 ml of solution III to the tube. I then vortex thoroughly 

and allow it to sit at room temperature for 10 minutes. Then I spin the tube at 

8,000 rpm for 10 minutes. 

At this point I remove the liquid supernatant into a 250 ml polypropylene tube, 

add 54 ml (0.6 volumes) of isopropanol, vortex, and allow the tube to stand at 

room temperature for 10 minutes. I then spin the tube at 10,000 rpm for 10 

minutes. 

After spinning I decant the supernatant leaving a thin white paste in the 

bottom of the tube. Now I add 4 ml of 70% ethanol (only as a wash), vortex a 

little bit, and spin down again at 10,000 rpm for 5 minutes. 

Now I resuspend in 6 ml of TE buffer (see Maniatis et al, 1989). Once the 

pellet is more or less totally dissolved in the TE buffer I add 2 ml of sterile 8 M 

LiCI (to a final concentration of 2 M). I allow this solution to sit on ice for one 

hour. (Note that this step is employed since LiCI is supposed to precipitate RNA 

preferentially). 
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Now I spin the tube at 10,000 rpm for 5 minutes. I remove the supernatant 

into another 250 ml polypropylene tube and add an equal volume (8 ml) of 

phenohchloroform (vol. 1:1). I vortex this mixture and then separate the phases 

by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 4 minutes. Next, I remove the supernatant 

into another 250 ml polypropylene tube, add 0.6 volumes of isopropanol, allow it 

to stand at room temperature for 10 minutes, and then spin it down at 10,000 

rpm for 10 minutes. 

At this point I remove the supernatant thoroughly (drying the pellet as well as 

possible) and then resuspend the pellet in 1 ml of TE buffer. Once the pellet is 

resuspended I transfer 0.5 ml of the resuspension to each of two 1.5 ml 

eppendorf tubes and carry out another phenol: chloroform (vol. 1:1) extraction. I 

then add 55 ul of 3 M sodium acetate to the aqueous phase followed by 1.2 ml of 

ethanol (I essentially fill the eppendorf to the rim with ethanol). I then vortex this 

and allow it to sit at -20' C for 5 minutes. I then spin down at 14,000 rpm for 8-10 

minutes, remove the supernatant with a drawn-out pasteur pipette using 

aspiration, add 1 ml of 70% ethanol, and remove that as well via aspiration. I 

then dry the pellets under vacuum for 10-15 minutes. I usually resuspend in 

anywhere from 50-200 ul TE depending upon the particular construct being 

prepped. 

Restriction digests, creation of blunt ends, and dephosphorylation: 

Restriction digests were always carried out at a final volume of 15 ul and 

contained the following ingredients: x ul of DNA (depending upon the prep and 

the purpose of the particular digest in question), y ul H2O, 1.0 ul RNAse (Stock 

at 10 mg/ml prepared as in Maniatis et al., 1989. I use a working solution of 100 
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ug/ml), 1.5 ul 10x restriction buffer, and 1.0 ul of restriction enzyme (the 

concentration varied from 10-15 units/ul depending upon the enzyme). I usually 

allow the digest to proceed for 2-4 hours. : 

In order to create blunt ends on a restriction site with recessed 3' ends i used 

E. coli DNA polymerase Klenow fragment in the following protocol. 

Once restriction digestion was complete I added 1.0 ul of a 1 mM solution of 

dNTPs (each at 1 mM: dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP) to the digest along with 

1.0 ul of Klenow fragment (concentration 6.4 units/ul). I mixed the tubes 

contents by gently flicking and allowed it to sit at room temperature for 15 

minutes. In order then to inactivate the Klenow fragment I added 15-20 ul of TE 

buffer as well as 50 ul of phenol:chloroform (vol. 1:1), vortexed well, and spun at 

14,000 rpm for several minutes. Then I carefully removed the supernatant and 

added it directly to a spin column (on the constuction of spin columns see below) 

which I then spun in the Plant Breeding table top centrifuge at 2,000 rpm for 2 

minutes. In this way I obtained pure DNA free of contaminating Klenow 

fragment. 

In order to create blunt ends on a restriction site with overhanging 3' ends I 

used the T4 DNA polymerase. First, I added 1 ul of a 2 mM solution dNTPs, 

then added 1.0 ul of T4 DNA polymerase (concentration 2.3 units/ul) and 

incubated at 12* C for 15 minutes. Once incubation was completely I proceeded 

with the purification of the DNA in exactly the same way as described above for 

the use of the Klenow fragment. 

In order to dephosphorylate the ends of a digested DNA fragment I used the 

following protocol. First, I add 1.8 ul of 10x dephoporylation buffer (0.5 M Tris 

HCI (pH 9.0); 10 mM MgCl2; 1 mM ZnCI2; 10 mM spermidine) to the 15 pi 

restriction digest. Then I add 1.0 ul of phosphatase (concentration 14.6 units/ul). 
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The contents are then mixed by flicking and allowed to incubate at 37' C for 30 

minutes. After 30 minutes I add another 1.0 ul aliquot of phosphatase and allow 

to incubate a further 30 minutes. : 

After incubation I add SDS to a final concentration of 0.5%, EDTA (pH 8.0) to a 

final concentration of 5 mM, and proteinase Kto a final concentration of 100 

ug/ml (I find it easiest to keep a 10x stock solution of 5% SDS and 50 mM EDTA 

and a 10x stock solution of 1 mg/ml proteinase K on hand.). I incubate the tube 

at 56' C for 15 minutes. I then proceed with the purification of the DNA as in the 

protocols for producing blunt ends, starting here with a phenohchloroform 

extraction. 

Isolation of DNA from agarose gels: 

For most of my analytical and preparative puposes I used 1% agarose gels. I 

found the procedure of Errington (Errington, 1990) particularly useful in the 

isolation of DNA from agarose gels. 

In this protocol I would make a slice in the gel immediately in front of the DNA 

band to be isolated into which I would insert a two-layer think piece of normal 

3 mm Whatman paper roughly the width of the band. I would then return the gel 

to its tank and run it further (it really is a matter of judgement and experience to 

decide how much longer to let the gel run. Checking it every 30 seconds or so 

seems to work well for me). Once the band has migrated into the Whatman 

paper, the paper is removed and placed in a 0.5 ml eppendorf. A small hole is 

then pierced in the bottom of this eppendorf with a needle and the small tube is 

then placed inside a 1.5 ml eppendorf which has had its lid removed. Tthen spin 

the tubes at 14,000 rpm for several minutes. After this spin the liquid which has 
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collected in the larger tube should be purified starting with a phenol-chloroform 

extraction followed by passage through a spin column as described above for 

the creation of blunt ends. 

Spin column construction: 

I made spin columns according to the following protocol. First, I pierced the 

bottom of a 0.5 ml eppendorf tube with a sterile needle. Then I added sterile 

glass beads (Sigma) up to about half the volume of the tube. On top of this I 

added up to the rim of the tube Sephadex G-50 (medium or fine) resin which 

had been haydrated and equilibrated in TE buffer according to the procedure of 

Maniatis et al., 1989 (in section E35). 

Next, I placed the 0.5 ml eppendorf into a 1.5 ml eppendorf whose bottom 

half had been cut off and then place this larger tube into a plastic 15 ml test tube. 

The 15 ml test tube was then spun at 2,000 rpm for 2 minutes on the Plant 

Breeding table top centrifuge. Once this spin was complete I spun the tubes 

once again at 2,000 rpm for 2 minutes. The spin column is now ready for use. 

Ligation: 

The ligations which I carried out were of two basic types: those ligations 

between "sticky", that is, overhanging ends and those ligations between blunt 

ends. For ligations between sticky ends I used the following protocol. The 

ultimate volume of the ligation mixture was always 15 pi and containecTthe 

following: x ul vector DNA, y ul insert DNA, z ul H^O, 1.0 ul of 5 mM ATP, 1.0 ul 
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of T4 DNA ligase (concentration 1.0 units/pl), and 1.5 \i\ of 10x sticky-end ligation 

buffer (0.5 M Tris HCI (pH 7.6), 100 mM MgCl2, 100 mM DTT, and 500 Mg/ml 

bovine serum albumin. I found it convenient to make up this buffer in the 

following way: 625 ul 2 M Tris HCI (p H 7.6), 250 ul 1 M MgCl2, 250 ul 1 M DTT, 

100 pi 25 mg/ml BSA, 1.275 ml H2O to make 2.5 ml of buffer). I usually 

incubated the ligation overnight at 18' C. 

For blunt end ligation I used the following protocol. Again the ultimate volume 

of the ligation mixture was 15 ul and contained the following: x ul vector DNA, y 

ul insert DNA, z ul H2O, 1.0 ul of T4 DNA ligase (concentration 1unit/ul), and 1.5 

pi of 10x blunt-end ligation buffer (0.66 M Tris HCI (pH 7.6), 50 mN MgCI2, 50 

mM DTT, 1 mg/ml BSA, 1 mM ATP. I usually made up this buffer in the following 

way: 330 Ml 2 M Tris HCI (pH 7.6), 50 Ml 1 M MgCI2, 50 Ml 1 M DTT, 40 Ml 25 

mg/ml BSA, 10 Ml 100 mM ATP, 520 Ml H2O to make a total of 1 ml of buffer). I 

incubated the ligation overnight at room temperature. 

GUS assays: 

In order to perform assays of GUS activity in liquid culture on microtiter plates 

used the spectrophotometer I employed the following protocol (other protocols 

for assaying GUS activity are to be found in Jefferson, 1991). I put 100 Ml 

aliquots of each of the samples to be tested for GUS activity in a single column 

of the microtiter plate. In an adjacent column I added 200 Ml of GUS assay 

buffer (50 mM Na3P04 , 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, and 1.1 mM PNPG (p-

nitrophenyl beta-D-glucuronide from Sigma)). I then transferred 20 MI of each of 
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the aliquots to be assayed to the 200 ul lots of GUS assay buffer simultaneously 

using the multi-channel pipetter. Then at several time points (perhaps 1,5, 10, 

and 20 minutes) I transferred 50 ul of the reaction mixture to 200 ul of .0.2 M 

Na2CC>3 which had been previously added to another adjacent column's 

microtiter wells. This transfer stops the reaction. Spectrophotometric readings 

were then made on these stopped reaction directly using the ELISA reader. 

GUS assays on plant roots infected with GUS-marked strains of bacteria 

were carried out in the following manner. First, a GUS assay buffer was made 

with the following ingredients: 50 mM Na3PC>4, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% 

sodium lauryl sarcosyl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 40 ug/ml X-gluc and 

optionally 100 ug/ml IPTG). The roots to be assayed are then immersed in this 

buffer and the buffer is placed under a vacuum for 10-15 minutes to allow for 

thorough vacuum infiltration of the roots by the buffer. Once the roots have been 

infiltrated the assay should be placed at 37' C and left to incubate overnight. 

Longer incubations are possible. I have had good results with an incubation 

period of 24-48 hours followed by several days at 4'C. Even at the lower 

temperature GUS activity continues to darken the staining. 

Seed sterilization, growth of plants, and inoculation: 

Seeds were sterilized with Chlorox bleach in the following manner. The seeds 

were placed in a flask and were allowed to swirl on a rotating table in Chlorox 

(5.25% sodium hypochlorite) for 15-20 minutes. Then the Chlorox was drained 

off and an equal volume of sterile water was added and the seeds were again 
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swirled for five minutes. Six to seven washes of this type were repeated and then 

the seeds were allowed to soak, while swirling, for 2-3 hours. After the soaking, 

the seeds were set on damp, sterile paper towels and allowed to germinate 2-3 

days in the dark. Once the seeds had germinated they were either transferred to 

plastic growth pouches (Northrup King Company) or were grown in a vermiculite-

sand mixture (1:1) which had been previously heat-sterilized. 

Inoculants were prepared by growing bacteria to saturation in normal media 

(LB for Rhizobium meliloti and YM for Bradyrhizobium japonicum). The bacteria 

were then diluted to 10^-1 o8 cells per ml and inoculated directly onto the roots of 

the plants (in growth pouches) or onto the surface of the soil (for those plants 

grown in soil). 

Microscopy and photography: 

All DNA gels were photographed using polaroid 667 film in a fixed focal 

length camera. For all microscopic work two different microscropes were 

employed. The first was a Jenaval from Carl Zeiss. The second was a 

dissecting microscope from Wild Heerbrugg. Kodak Ektochrome 100 film was 

used with both microscopes. 
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Results 

Part A: the prototype construct 

The original construct designed for the introduction of the gusA gene into the 

chromosomes of soil bacteria with the use of a transposon on a suicide plasmid 

was made by Kate Wilson (Wilson et al., unpublished paper; see Appendix B). 

The plasmid is called pKW107 and was constructed in the following way. 

First, the polylinker of pBI101.3 (Jefferson, 1987), which contains a 

promoterless copy of gusA in the polylinker, was cut with H/ndlll and Sma\ (both 

sites being upstream of gusA) and into this site was cloned an approximately 

400 bp Hindll\-Eag\ fragment (with the Eag\ end blunted) from transposon Tn5 

which contains the pAph promoter from the native kanamycin resistance gene of 

Tn5 (the Eag\ site is 33 bp downstream from the start codon of the kanamycin 

resistance gene). The ligation was transformed into KW1, and recombinants 

were selected as blue colonies on X-gluc plates. 

At this point the pAph-gusA construct was cloned into pTACTER in order to 

add a transcriptional terminator downstream of gusA. This cloning was achieved 

by removing the pAph-gusA construct as a HindlW-SsA fragment, blunting it, and 

inserting it into the blunted Sail site of pTACTER. The blunt Hindi 11 end of the 

insert DNA and the blunt Sah end of the vector united to reform a H/ndlll site. 

Taking advantage of this fact the pAph-ousA-ter construct as a whole was 

removed as a H/ndlll fragment and cloned into the H/hdlll site of PUC13 to form 

pW106 (the roughly 100 bp H/ndlll fragment from the previous construct 

containing the pTac promoter was not incorporated into pKW106). 
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Figure 1 . Diagram of the relevant portion of plasmid pKW107. tnp-
transposase; KmR-kanamycin resistance gene; Tn5-Tn5 inverted repeats; 
gusA- the structural gene for beta-glucuronidase. Arrows above Tn5 inverted 
repeats signify the orientation of the repeats relative to each other. 
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finally, the pAph-gusA-Xer construct was removed from pKW106 as a Hin6\\\ 

fragment and cloned between the blunted Smal and BstX\ sites of the Tn5 in 

pSUP1021 to form pKW107. pSUP1021 (Simon et al., 1986)) is a Tn5 suicide 

vector. It should be noted that the Tn5 transposon construct so obtained in 

pKW107 contains genes for gusA under the control of the pAph promoter, the 

native Tn5 kanamycin resistance gene under a second copy of the pAph 

promoter, and the tnp transposase gene. A diagram of the pKW107 plasmid is 

given in figure 1. 

Before I began work on the construction of a new vector system employing 

the gusAgene, I marked strains of both Rhizobium meliloti 1021 and 

Bradyrhizobium japonicum NC92 using the pKW107 construct and employed 

these marked strains in various types of experiments testing the sensitivity of the 

assay for GUS activity under various conditions. Since these testings were not 

systematic or carried out with significant numbers of isolates, I choose not to 

present the data obtained. During the course of such testings and manipulations 

of the system, however, certain protocols for the assay of GUS activity-both in 

liquid and in situ on plants were developed. These protocols are presented in 

the Materials and Methods section. 

I took a number of photographs of roots infected with both GUS-marked 

strains mentioned above. These photographs appear in Figures 2-6 and are 

described in full in the captions accompanying the photos. 
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Figure 2. Photograph of cowpea (cv. Gunawardena) nodules resulting from 
a mixed inoculation of a Bradyrhizobium japonicum NC92 strain marked with 
gusA using pKW107 and the unmarked parental strain (inoculation ratio, 1:1). 
The nodules were assayed with X-gluc for three days at 37' C. 
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Figure 3. Photograph of cowpea (cv. Gunawardena) nodules resulting from 
a mixed inoculation of a Bradyrhizobium japonicum NC92 strain marked with 
gusA using pKW107 and the unmarked parental strain (inoculation ratio, 
1:10). The nodules were assayed with X-gluc for three days at 37' C. 
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Figure 4. A close-up of the specimen in figure 3. 
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Figure 5. Photograph of the root and root hairs of alfalfa three days after 
Inoculation with a strain of Rhizoblum meliloti 1021 marked with gush using 
pKW107. The root was assayed with X-gluc for one day at 37' C. 
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Figure 6. A close-up of the specimen in figure 5. 
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Part B: the clonings 

In this part I will describe the various clonings which I carried out during the 

construction of both the inducible gusA and the inducible phoA cassettes. This 

text is meant to serve as an accompaniment to the more explicit diagrammatic 

representation of the clonings given in figures 7-13. 

First, a roughly 1,300 bp EcoRI fragment containing the lacW gene was 

removed from pWM74 (William Margolin, unpublished results) and gel purified. 

This fragment was then ligated into the EcoRI site of pUC18Not (roughly 2,700 

bp; see Herrero et al., 1990) to form pJC63 (approximately 4,500 bp) (See figure 

7). 

Next, a promoterless copy of gusA was isolated as a roughly 1,800 bp 

BamHI-H/ndlll fragment from pRAJ294 (Jefferson, 1987), blunted, and ligated 

into the HinoW site of the pTACTER vector (Jefferson, unpublished results) to 

form pKW104b (note that in pKW104b the orientation of the gusA gene is such 

that the pTac promoter is upstream of the gene) (see figure 8). 

Kate Wilson created the pKW104a construct by isolating the BamHJ-H/ndlll 

fragment from pRAJ294 containing the gusA gene, blunting it, and ligating it into 

the BamHl site of pTACTER which had also been previously blunted, (note that 

in pKW104a the gusA gene is oriented such that the pTac promoter is 

downstream of the gene) (see figure 9). 

At this point I inserted the various GUS constructs into the pJC63 vector 

containing the ladQ gene. First, I removed the pTac-gusA-ter cassette from 

pKW104a as a roughly 2,000 bp Mndlll fragment and inserted it into the Hin6\\\ 

site of pJC63 to form pJC64. I then dropped out the lacAQ gene from pdC64 by 
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Figure 7. The construction of pJC63. Arrows indicate the direction of 
transcription. For details of the construction please see the accompanying 
text. 
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Figure 8. The construction of pKW104b. Arrows indicate the direction of 
transcription. pTac-the pTac promoter; ter-the transcriptional terminator from 
the E. coli trp operon. 
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Figure 9. The construction of pKW104a. Arrows indicate the direction of 
transcription. For abbreviations see caption to figure 8. 
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digesting the plasmid with EcoRI, gel purifying the vector fragment containing the 

gusA gene, and religating it to form pJC66 (see figure 10). 

Next, I removed the pTac-gusA-\er cassette from pKW104b as a roughly 

2,000 bp H/ndlll fragment and inserted it into the H/ndlll site of pJC63 to form 

pJC90. I then dropped out the ladQ gene from pJC90 by digesting the plasmid 

with EcoRI, gel purifying the vector fragment containing the gusA gene, and 

religating it to form pJC91 (see figure 11). 

My next step was to remove the pAph-gfwsA-ter cassette from pKW106 as a 

roughly 2,200 bp H/ndlll fragment and insert it into the H/ndlll site of pJC63 to 

form pJC65. I subsequently dropped out the ladQ gene from pJC65 by digesting 

the plasmid with EcoRI, gel purifying the vector fragment containing the gusA 

gene, and religating it to form pJC67 (see figure 12). 

Finally, I removed a pTac-phoA cassette from pDHB5059 (see Appendix D) 

as a roughly 2,700 bp BamHI-H/ndlll fragment and inserted it into pJC63 which 

had previously been digested with BamH\ and H/ndlll to form pJC80 (see figure 

13). 

I did not have sufficient time to complete the final round of clonings which 

would insert the various constructs described above into the miniTn5 suicide 

plasmid delivery vector of De Lorenzo et al. (De Lorenzo et al., 1990). I describe 

what I view as the next stage in these clonings in the second Part of the 

Discussion. 
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Figure 10. The construction of pJC64 and pJC66. Arrows indicate the 
direction of transcription. When the orientation of an insertion is unknown, the 
insert is simply represented by a solid line with no arrow (e.g., the promoter-
gusA-ter construct in this and the following figures). For abbreviations see 
caption to figure 8. 
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Figure 11 . The construction of pJC90 and pJC91. For abbreviations and 
comments see figures 8 and 10. 
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Figure 12. The construction of pJC65 and pJC67. pAph-the promoter from 
the kanamycin resistance gene of transposon Tn5. For other abbreviations 
and comments see figures 8 and 10. 
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Figure 13. The construction.of pJC80. pfroA-the alkaline phosphatase 
gene from E. coli. For other abbreviations and comments see figures 8 and 
10. 
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Discussion 

Furture work on the GUS gene marker system 

This section of the Discussion is divided into the following parts: in Part AI make 

some comment on the data presented in the Results; in Part B I consider the 

next step to be taken in the construction of the GUS marker system; finally, in 

Part C I discuss some of the functional tests of the GUS system which must be 

completed before the system can be considered ready for general use. 

Part A: Comments on Results 

In this section I will discuss briefly some important aspects of the clonings 

presented in the Results section. The first thing I should point out is that the 

reason which we chose to use the gusA gene as a a marker is that no plant has 

yet been shown to possess beta-glucuronidase activity. This fact means that the 

GUS system does not have the same problems with high background activity 

inherent in the lacZ marker gene system, thus meeting the requirement for 

minimal background activity. 

In the design of the gusA cassette I wished to keep two considerations in 

mind: first, that gusA should be expressed at a high level in order to maximize 

the sensitivity of detection but, secondly that this high level of expression should 

only occur upon specific induction of the marker gene in order to minimalize the 

metabolic stress placed on the marked strain by transcription of the nwker 

gene. I chose to address the first requirement by cloning a promoterless copy of 
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the gusA gene under the control of the pTac promoter which is known to be very 

highly transcribed in E. coliand other Gram-negative bacteria (Thomas et a!., 

1989). The second requirement, that the marker gene be under inducible control 

was met by the inclusion of a copy of the ladQ gene in a site adjacent to gusA. 

The ladQ gene codes for a repressor of the pTac promoter, and derepression 

can be achieved by addition of the inducer, IPTG. Upon induction the gusA 

gene begins to be strongly transcribed from the pTac promoter and its activity 

can then be assayed using X-gluc or another GUS substrate. 

I should point out that a number of different cassettes containing the gusA 

gene were made. Two contain the gusA gene in an orientation opposite to that 

of the pTac promoter (pJC64 and pJC66). Two contain the gusA gene under 

control of the pAph promoter from the kanamycin resistance gene in transposon 

Tn5 (pJC65 and pJC67). Two contain the gusA gene under control of the pTac 

promoter (pJC90 and pJC91). Finally, three of the above-mentioned constructs 

contain the gusA gene under the three different forms of transcriptional control 

but lack a copy of the lad$ gene (pJC66, pJC67, and pJC91) (these constructs 

are summarized in figure 14). 

Although the actual construct which we hope to use in experiments -will be 

that containing gusA under control of the pTac promoter alongside a copy of the 

lacM gene (pJC90), these various other constructs were made in order that they 

may be used as controls in tests of the function of the pJC90 construct in terms 

of inducibility, stability, and general assay function. The types of testing which I 

envision should be carried out on the GUS constructs once they are completed 

is described below under the section Functional Testing. 

I would like to make one point about the cloning of the two constructs pJC80 

and pJC90. These two constructs contain a copy of the ladQ gene alongside 

pTac controlled copies of the phoA and gusA genes respectively. Although I 
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Figure 14. A summary of the six NoH cassettes bearing the gusA gene. For 
abbrevations see figures 8 and 12. Note that the relative orientations of the 
gusA gene with respect to its promoter is indicated by the arrows below the 
boxes. The orientations of the entire HindlW insert, however, has not yet been 
determined for these constructs. 
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obtained blue colonies on X-phos and X-gluc plates after transforming my 

ligation mixtures, 

upon carrying out mini-preps of these transformants and carrying out restriction 

digests of the prepped DNAI was unable to detect the presence of a plasmid 

within the bacteria apparently carrying these plasmids. This was a puzzling 

result given the intense blue color of the colonies on X-plates. I finally resolved 

the dilemma by carrying out mini-preps, resuspending in 10 ul water, and using 3 

ul (a full third of a 3 ml mini-prep) for restriction digestion. In this case I was able 

to see faint bands in the size ranges that I expected. Apparently these plasmids 

are regulated at extremely low levels within the bacteria despite the fact that they 

are "high-copy-number" plasmids. 

One hypothesis to explain this result is that the presence of the phoA gene 

and the gusA gene under pTac control is in some way detrimental to the cells. 

This fact is comprehensible at least in the case of the phoA gene since it 

encodes a phosphatase. It is well known that phosphorylation is one very 

important way in which the activity of many proteins in a cell is regulated. The 

presence of extra phosphatase in the cytoplasm may disrupt the phosphorylation 

of cellular proteins in some ways leading to problems for the cell. To test this 

hypothesis I grew up two cultures of cells containing the pJC80 construct. Both 

aliquots contained ampicillin and one contained IPTG as well (both at standard 

concentrations. See Materials and Methods). Upon mini-prepping these two 

cultures I found that the one containing IPTG (and for this reason presumably 

higher levels of phosphatase) contained so little plasmid DNA as to be 

undetectable on a gel. The prep made from the culture without IPTG did present 

a plasmid band of the appropriate size. This result lends support to the 

hypothesis that the detrimental effect of the phosphatase is leading to down 

regulation of the copy number of the plasmid. 
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Part B: Future clonings 

In this section I will describe the next cloning steps that are needed to 

complete the construction of the GUS marker system. 

Essentially, there is but a single final cloning which needs to take place in 

order to complete the marker system. The various A/ofl cassettes bearing the 

gusA gene which form part of the vectors pJC64, pJC65, pJC66, pJC67, pJC90, 

and pJC91 need to be introduced into the A/ofl site of the delivery vectors which 

are presented in Herrero et al. (Herrero et al., 1990) and De Lorenzo et al. (De 

Lorenzo etal, 1990). 

These vectors were chosen on account of a wide range of desireable 

features which they possess. These features help to insure that a number of the 

requirements for an ideal marker system outlined in the Introduction are met. 

The pUT plasm ids, as the delivery vectors are known, are derived from the 

parental plasmid pGP704 which contains a gene for resistance to beta-lactam 

antibiotics as well as the pi-protein-dependent origin of replication from-plasmid 

R6K, and the origin of conjugal transfer from plasmid RP4 (see figure 15). This 

plasmid must be maintained in an £ co//host strain carrying the pir gene 

encoding the pi protein required for replication of the plasmid as well as the RP4 

genes for conjugative transfer in order that transfer of the plasmid to other 

strains be possible. This plasmid works well as a delivery vector since it cannot 

be stably maintained in strains of bacteria lacking the pir gene. 

The great improvement which De Lorenzo et al. (De Lorenzo et al, 1990) 

have made in this delivery plasmid over the parental plasmid pGP704 was the 

construction of a Tn5-type transposon with the smallest inverted repeats 
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Figure 15. The pUT plasmid. Tn5-the minimal Tn5 inverted repeats; Ap^-
the beta-lactam antibiotic resistance gene; tnp-the transposase structara! 
gene; ori R6K- the pi-protein dependent origin of replication from plasmid 
pR6K; mob RP4- the origin of conjugal transfer from pRP4. 
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possible for proper transposition. These repeats are 19 bp in length and were 

made to include two restriction sites for the infrequent 8-base cutters, Sfh and 

A/ofl. Aside from this improvement, De Lorenzo et al. have included the 

transposase structural gene from Tn5 in the plasmid external to the inverted 

repeats so that it would not be integrated into the chromosome upon 

transposition. The placement of the transposase gene external to the Tn5 

inverted repeats greatly reduces the mobility of the transposon once it is 

incorporated into the chromosome of the strain being marked. This reduction in 

mobility not only minimizes the chances of horizontal transfer of the marker but 

at the same time increases the marker's stability. 

Another of the desireable features of the series of plasm ids presented by 

Herrero et al. (Herrero et al., 1990) and De Lorenzo et al. (De Lorenzo et al., 

1990) is the range of different selectable markers which can be combined with 

the GUS cassette we have constructed. Aside from the miniTn5 vectors for 

streptomycin/spectinomycin, tetracycline, chloramphenicol, and kanamycin 

resistance (de Lorenzo et al., 1990) there are three vectors, known as the pUT 

vectors, which include resistances to the non-antibiotics: arsenite, mercury, and 

bialaphos (Herrero et al., 1990). These non-antibiotic resistance selectable 

markers should prove very useful in the construction of constructs for release 

into the environment since they do not contain genes which code for resistance 

to medically important antibiotics. The spread of antibiotic resistance genes 

from genetically engineered microorganisms to other organisms which are 

potential pathogens for human beings or other animals has always been one of 

the legitimate concerns of those interested in the consequences of the 

environmental release of such organisms. The use of these non-antibiotic 

selectable markers would allow us to answer these concerns. 
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Part C: Functional testing 

I would now like to consider some of the types of functional testing of the 

GUS marker system which should be carried out before the system can be 

considered to be ready for general distribution and use by other scientists. 

One obvious but important test of the system which needs to be made is that 

the construct needs to be mated into a range of different types of soil bacteria. It 

should be confirmed not only that the construct can be transferred successfully 

to all the various species of the Rhizobium and Bradyrhizobium genera, but 

matings should be performed into other genera of soil bacteria including 

Pseudomonas as well. It should be demonstrated not only that the protocol 

functions in a range of different bacteria, but that it is reproducible, reliable, and 

leads to the production of a fair number of transconjugants in any given mating. 

The next step in testing the system will be to insure that the gusA gene is 

actually inducible. Such testing would include confirmation of the fact that 

transcription from the gusA gene is actually being supressed by the presence of 

the ladQ gene. The construct pJC91 which is identical to pJC90 with the 

exception that it lacks the ladQ gene can be used as a control in this regard. 

The supression of transcription of gusA should be tested both in vitro in a 

bacterial culture and in nodules. For this purpose I would have four different 

experimental treatments: pJC90 with IPTG induction, pJC90 without IPTG 

induction, pJC91 with IPTG induction, and pJC91 without IPTG induction. If the 

gusA gene is properly supressed and if IPTG induction leads to full normal 

transcription of the gusA gene then the results that I would expect for these four 

experimental treatments would be the following: pJC90 with IPTG has "high GUS 

activity; pJC90 without IPTG has low GUS activity; pJC91 with IPTG has high 
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GUS activity; and pJC91 without IPTG also has high GUS activity comparable to 

the activity of pJC91 with IPTG. 

Another aspect of the system related to inducibility which should be:tested is 

whether the high levels of GUS activity are actully resulting from the pTac 

promoter and how the activity level of the induced pTac promoter compares with 

that of another promoter, pAph. This question can be addressed by assaying 

the following experimental treatments for levels of GUS activity both in liquid 

bacterial culture and in nodules: pJC66 (which has gusA in the wrong orientation 

with respect to the pTac promoter and does not have lad0), pJC67 (which has 

gusA under pAph control and lacks lad°), and pJC91 (with gusA under pTac 

control and lacking lad0.). If the pTac promoter actually is responsible for high 

levels of transcription than I would expect the following results: pJC66 should 

give very low GUS activity, pJC67 should give considerable levels of GUS 

activity, and pJC91 should give high levels of GUS activity (presumably higher 

than those achieved with pJC67). By including in this experiment the 

counterparts of these three constructs carrying the lad0, gene (pJC64, pJC65, 

and pJC90) and by employing twelve different experimental treatments (all six 

constructs tested with and without IPTG induction) it should also be possible to 

answer the question whether or not GUS activities are the same in the construct 

missing the lad0, gene (pJC91) as in the construct containing the laclq gene but 

which is under IPTG induction (pJC90 with IPTG). Such an experiment would 

allow one also to ascertain whether the process of induction by IPTG is actually 

due to the specific interaction between the product of the lad0, gene and the 

pTac promoter. 

The next step in testing the GUS system would be to determine the overall 

stability of the marker in liquid culture and in controlled conditions in interaction 

with plants in sterile soil. In order to test stability of the marker in liquid culture I 
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would carry out the following experiment. I would use two experimental 

treatments which would consist of one culture of a GUS marked strain in the 

presence of the particular antibiotic the resistance to which is encoded :on the 

transposon and the same strain grown without this antibiotic. I would grow the 

cultures overnight, plate a dilution of both the following day on a non-selective 

plate, subculture into fresh broth, allow to grow overnight and repeat the same 

procedure. If this process were carried out for a number of days (or even 

weeks) it might give some idea of the rate of spontaneous loss of the marker in 

the absence of antibiotic selection. This experiment should of course be 

accompanied by two control treatments consisting of cultures of the same 

parental strain of bacteria but which has been marked using the pKW107 

construct. If the new delivery construct represents an advance over pKW107 in 

terms of the stability of the insert this fact should be made readily apparent by 

this experiment. A second control would be the inclusion of two more treatments 

consisting of a strain containing gusA on a plasm id both with and without 

antibiotics. The expectation would be that the plasmid should be lost at a much 

higher rate than either of the transposon encoded markers. 

Once the stability of the marker has been checked in liquid culture, similar 

experiments with similar treatments and controls should be performed on plants 

in soil lacking other organisms. Such testing will not allow us to predict the 

stability of the constructs in real soils in the presence of indigenous 

microorganisms, but it will represent a closer approximation to such conditions 

as the liquid assays described above. I view such "pseudo-/n vivo" testing as a 

necessary preliminary to any testing in the field. 

A final type of functional testing would be to determine the degree of 

horizontal transfer of the marker in liquid culture and in interactions with plants in 

sterile soil. This type of testing is in some ways similar to that described for 
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testing of marker stability. In this case a marked strain should be grown in the 

presence of another strain of the same species which can be distinguished from 

the marked strain in a manner independent of the GUS-marking itself (perhaps 

the best way would be to select a strain which has an antibiotic resistance that 

the marked strain does not. In this case one could simply plate on X-gluc plates 

containing this antibiotic. If any blue colonies arise they should be checked for 

the presence of the gusA gene via Southern blotting. It should also be confirmed 

via whole protein pattern that this is in fact the originally unmarked strain and not 

simply the marked strain which has spontaneously obtained resistance to the 

particular antibiotic in question). This type of testing is straightforward and 

should give one an idea of the frequency of transfer of the marker to other 

strains in culture. 

Of course similar testing for horizontal transfer should be carried out in sterile 

soil in interaction with plants as well. The idea would be more or less the same 

as described for testing in liquid culture. Once again the selection of an 

unmarked strain possessing an antibiotic resistance lacking from the marked 

strain would be the most effecient way of carrying out the test. 

Our inability to extrapolate from such results to what might occur in an actual 

field situation, however, brings into focus the necessity of further testing of the 

system in vivo. It is my hope that field tests of the GUS system in regard to both 

stability and degree of horizontal transfer can be carried out in the near future. 

There now exists a good possibility for the use of the GUS system in some field 

trials to be carried out by Kate Wilson (in conjunction with Antoon Akkermans) in 

Wageningen, the Netherlands. This use of course depends on whether the 

system has been shown to have successfully passed all of the preliminary 

functional tests described in this section. 
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Applications of the GUS system to international agriculture 

In this section I divide my discussion into three parts: in Part A I discuss the 

types of experiments in which the use of the GUS marker system may prove to 

be useful; in Part B I explore the possibility of the construction of a GUS marker 

system "kit" which might be assembled for the purpose of distribution of the 

system to scientists in developing countries; and in Part C I consider some of 

the issues, both scientific and ethical, which would arise in connection with the 

distribution of such a "kit". 

Part A: Possible experiments employing the GUS system 

One type of question in microbial ecology which seems to be particularly 

amenable to examination using the GUS system is the study of the migration 

and distribution of strains in soil. There has been a fair amount of interest in the 

dynamics of bacterial populations in the soil (Bowen, 1990), and there exist a 

number of studies addressing the issues of migration in soil (Danso and Bowen, 

1989; Catlow et al., 1990) which have made use of antibiotic resistance as a 

means of identifying and following a particular strain. These studies, aside from 

the obvious drawbacks of the use of antibiotic resistance as a marker, were 

carried out under contolled conditions in soil lacking an indigenous population of 

the species in question. The GUS system could help avoid many of the 

problems associated with identification via antibiotic resistance and furthermore 

would allow migration experiments to be carried out in native soils in the field. 
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The importance of addressing such questions in the field is discussed further 

below. 

Another potential use of the GUS system would be in studying the very 

earliest stages of competition before nodules have begun to form. In this type of 

study GUS might be used to follow a strain's distribution along a root, the 

interactions which occur between it and different strains on the surface of the 

root, the proportion of root hairs occupied by the marked strain in comparison 

with that of other unmarked strains, and possibly how such early factors 

(distribution along the root and root hair occupation) correlate with the ultimate 

percentage of nodules occupied. 

For these reasons the GUS system represents an entirely new approach to 

studying competition since most earlier techniques relied heavily on the 

determination of nodule occupancy as an indicator of competitive ability. 

Once nodules have formed, however, the process of competition is for the most 

part no longer occurring. The GUS system may allow one to look at competition 

when it is actually occurring on and around the surfaces of the plant root. 

Furthermore, GUS should allow one to study these processes as they take place 

in native soil. 

Another type of experiment for which the GUS system may prove useful is the 

consideration of competition through the more traditional approach of 

determining overall nodule occupancy. In this area there is a dire need for more 

experiments carried out in native soils in the presence of native strains. There 

have been reports in the literature of an inoculant competing fine under 

controlled conditions but which fares poorly when competed in native soil 

(Dowling and Broughton, 1986; Ikram and Broughton, 1981). The reason for this 

discrepancy is that under controlled, laboratory conditions the third participant in 

the symbiosis, the soil, is not considered. 
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It seems to me that studies concerning the Rhizobium-\egume symbiosis 

(specifically those experiments concerning competition) which are carried out in 

non-native soil free of indigenous bacteria or native soil which has been 

radiation-treated to eliminate bacteria, shed little if any light at all on the question 

of how competition works in the natural environment. Such experiments may be 

interesting lab exercises and may tell one something about competition "in vitro"; 

but the effect that the soil and its various inhabitants have on the symbiosis 

simply cannot be idealized away for the sake of experimental simplification. As 

far as I can see, work with such model systems cannot led to the solution of 

problems originating in the field. 

Of course in vivo, field experimentation of the type that I envision will not be 

easy. And yet it is the only way to approach a solution to the problems found in 

practice. In short, one is forced to admit that a problem that is found in the field 

has to be solved in the field. 

It is my hope that the GUS gene marker system will represent a small step in 

this direction. Due to the low levels of background beta-glucuronidase activity to 

be found in plants and native Rhizobium species the gusA gene should be a 

suitable marker for strains which are used in field experiments. On aceount of 

the heterogeneity of the field and its multiplicity of micro-environments in 

particular, larger samples including more numerous replicates of individual 

experimental treatments will be necessry in order to achieve a proper sampling 

which will produce statistically satisfactory results. It is for this reason and on 

account of the complexity and duration of assay procedures necessary for use 

of earlier identification systems that field experiments of this type have been 

shunned in the past. 

Whereas many older techniques for in situ strain identification allowed one 

person to assay perhaps at most several hundred individual nodules within a 
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couple of days, the GUS system should permit the assay of literally thousands of 

whole plants (each with scores of nodules) by a single person within a period of 

several days. This rate of assay represents an increase in sample volume of 

almost three orders of magnitude over traditional techniques. It is for this reason 

that the GUS system makes larger scale field experiments practically feasible. 

Part B: The assembly of a GUS marker system "kit" 

In the foreword to the IAEA's Laboratories Seibersdorf. Vienna guidebook 

(IAEA Vienna, Austria, 1989), the director of the laboratory states, "the activities 

of the IAEA's laboratories in the fields of agriculture...and the life sciences are 

geared mainly towards the transfer of techniques and technologies to 

Developing Countries". There has been a fair amount of discussion during the 

past year over how best to achieve this goal with the techniques represented by 

the GUS marker system. The solution that has been suggested by some of my 

colleagues is the creation of a "kit" containing all of the relevant materials for use 

of the GUS system by scientists in developing countries. In this part of-the 

discussion I would like to present briefly what I consider to be the appropriate 

contents of such a "kit". 

The contents of the kit would be of two types. The first type would be the 

actual material contents of the kit including strains and relevant chemicals. The 

second type would consist of a detailed set of protocols concerning the use of 

these materials. Since all of the relevant plasmid constructs can be stably 

maintained in an appropriate £ co//host there should be no need for including 

naked DNA in the kit. If for some reason a scientist should wish to obtain a 

preparation of the relevant plasmid this can easily be achieved with a maxi-prep 
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procedure. I believe that the kit should contain a set of 5-8 E coll strains (stored 

on 1.5 ml agar stabs) each carrying a suicide delivery plasmid containing the 

gusA gene cassette of pJC90. These various strains will differ only in the type of 

selective marker which they carry within the transposon Tn5 inverted repeats. I 

believe that such a range of constructs should be included in the kit since it will 

simplify the task of choosing an antibiotic (or other selective agent) for the 

selection of transconjugants. The various selective markers that I would include 

are the antibiotic resistance genes for streptomycin/spectinomycin, tetracycline, 

chloramphenicol, and kanamycin as well as the genes coding for the resistance 

to the non-antibiotics, arsenite, mercury, and bialaphos. 

Aside from these eight E coll host strains, the kit should include one common 

strain of soil bacteria known to function well in matings with these eight E coll 

hosts (perhaps Rhizobium meliloti 1021 or Bradyrhizobium japonicum NC92). 

This strain could then be used as a control in the mating protocol. Finally, the 

only chemicals which I would include in the kit would be one gram each of 

X-gluc and IPTG. All other chemicals needed in the various protocols should 

already be present in any laboratory using routine, traditional microbiological 

techniques (with perhaps the exception of the non-antibiotic selective agent, 

bialaphos). 

The other type of material to be included in the kit would be detailed protocols 

explaining the use of the GUS system. I believe that protocols for the following 

procedures should be included: first, a general protocol written in explicit detail 

as to how to carry out the matings used to mark the strains of interest. 

Accompanying this protocol should be instructions for how to run a trial mating 

using the soil bacterium strain supplied with the kit. Auxiliary protocols should 

detail the best manner in which the E co//host strains should be stored and how 

the relevant plasmids may be prepped if desired. There should also we a 
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specific section in the protocol document entitled "trouble-shooting". This 

section would include information as to how to proceed in the event that the 

system does not function as expected. Such information should also include 

addresses and even telephone numbers of relevant people that can be 

contacted when questions arise. 

Part C: Scientific and ethical implications of "kit" distribution 

Of course a range of interesting and complex questions are raised by the 

prospect of distributing a kit of the type described in the last Part to scientists in 

developing countries. The first, and without a doubt, most important one is: 

should such a kit be distributed at all? If we could be certain ahead of time that 

such a kit would serve a useful purpose for scientists in these countries and 

furthermore that the kit might fill a presently existing need in the laboratories of 

these scientists rather than creating an artificial, new one, the answer to this 

question would certainly be yes. 

At this stage, however, I am not at all certain that the motivation for the 

construction of the kit stems from recognized needs of scientists in the 

developing world. Before the construction and distribution of such a kit takes 

place, I feel that we should take into serious consideration the opinions of those 

for whom the kit is being designed. Those scientists who are destined to employ 

the kit are in the best position to say in which ways such a technique might be 

useful. I would whole-heartedly recommend that a poll be taken (presumably in 

the form of a letter or detailed questionaire) to determine the attitudes of 

developing world microbial ecologists toward such a body of techniques. If the 

results of such a poll showed a general climate of interest in the system and a 
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range of suggestions as to how particular scientists might wish to apply it in their 

work, then the development and distribution of the kit should be undertaken. 

Aside from the general question of utility, the distribution of a kit also raises a 

number of difficult ethical issues. First and foremost is the question of the use of 

genetically-altered microorganisms in the field. As any scientist working in this 

field is well aware, there has been a great deal of discussion and debate over 

the issue of the release of genetically engineered microorganisms into the 

environment. Although it is my opinion that the majority of worries concerning 

such releases are ill-founded, it is still wise to proceed with caution in such 

matters. Aside from worries about the introduction of genes for certain antibiotic 

resistances into strains destined for environmental release and the possible (yet 

seemingly remote) transfer of such genes to pathogenic microorganisms, much 

of the concern over environmental releases has centered on the genetically 

altered nature of the organisms in itself rather than focussing on the possible 

consequences of the introduction of specific genes. In the end it is impossible to 

foresee all of the consequences of a release. It is for this reason that such a 

debate has insued. 

When considering the use of GUS-marked strains of bacteria in theiield in 

developing countries we are presented with a dilemma. It is my understanding 

that there are very few laws and governmental regulations concerning the use of 

transgenic organisms in the field in most developing countries. The reason for 

this I presume is that such releases have not been commonplace in these 

countries up to the present time. This lack of regulation, rather than being 

viewed as an advantage, or as one hurdle less to be surmounted in the process 

of distributing the GUS kit, should alert us to the fact that the burden of 

responsibility for such a release and any untoward consequences that "it might 

produce lies with us. 
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It has been my firmly held position throughout this report to support the 

exploration of problems concerning the Rhizobium-legume symbiosis in the 

natural environment in which it takes place. Most of my suggestions for 

experiments have been made with developed countries in mind. 

The existence of regulatory commissions in most developed countries which are 

responsible for monitoring the release of transgenic organisms into the 

environment makes the contemplation of such releases in developed countries a 

much less ethically loaded question. For these reasons I would suggest that 

exteme caution be exercised when considering the distribution of the GUS kit for 

general use. This applies especially to those scientists in developing countries 

who intend to use GUS-marked strains in field experiments. 

Further directions for marker systems 

In this section I will discuss two topics: in Part A I consider some alternative 

substrates for beta-glucuronidase and in Part B will discuss some possibilities for 

some alternative marker systems. 

Part A: Alternative substrates for beta-glucuronidase 

Substrates for the beta-glucuronidase enzyme can be grouped into two rough 

categories: those substrates which are useful for histological purposes and those 

which are most useful for spectrophotometric estimation of GUS activity in liquid. 
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The example par excellence of the first type of substrate is X-gluc. There 

exists, however, an extensive body of knowledge about other substrates for 

beta-glucuronidase which has been acquired mostly through studies concerning 

the process of detoxification of xenobiotic compounds in human beings (one of 

the most informative references concerning alternative indolyl-based GUS 

substrates is Peason et al., 1963). Those compounds which produce a water-

insoluble precipitate upon reaction with beta-glucuronidase are the most useful 

for histological purposes since they tend to remain in the place of formation. 

Aside from X-gluc there exist a range of other compounds with the same indolyl 

structure but with different patterns of halogenation. These compounds produce 

a number of differently colored compounds upon dimerization. One of particular 

interest is known as Red-glue (6-chloro-3-indolyl beta-D-glucuronide) which, as 

its name implies, produces a red precipitate upon reaction with beta-

glucuronidase. In Part B I will discuss some of the possible uses of this 

compound. 

There are no commercially available substrates for beta-glucuronidase which 

produce an insoluble flourescent compound suitable for histological analysis. 

Such a substrate would be very useful indeed since it would allow visualization of 

very small numbers of cells in situ, perhaps even permitting visualization of 

individual bacteria with the aid of a fluorescent microscope. Kate Wilson, in 

conjuction with the biotech company, Molecular Probes, is carrying out 

preliminary studies on GUS-marked bacteria employing such a substrate (which 

is a fluorescein derivative with covalently attached fatty acids). It appears that 

the substrate will soon be commercially available. 

I do not wish to discuss the details of the second type of substrate for beta-

glucuronidase which is used for assays of GUS activity in liquid but only want to 
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direct the interested reader's attention to the paper by Jefferson (Jefferson, 

1991) wherein an illuminating survey of all available substrates is presented. 

Part B: alternative marker systems 

In this Part I will discuss several different alternative marker genes and their 

possible applications to problems in microbial ecology. The genes which I will 

consider are the following: gusABC, phoA, thermo-stabile beta-gal, xyE, luxAB, 

click beetle luciferases, and the me/genes. 

A further step in development of the GUS system might be an attempt to 

incorporate the entire GUS operon into a marker construct. The reason for 

doing so would be that inclusion of the gusB and pi/sC genes which are involved 

in uptake of glucuronidated compounds might shorten the length of the GUS 

assay considerably by facilitating entry of the GUS substrate into the cytoplasm 

where the beta-glucuronidase is presumable located. 

If one wished to clone the entire operon under pTac control a reasonable way 

to proceed might be the following. First, since the gusB gene of all K12-derived 

strains of E. co//carries a mutation which greatly impairs the function of the 

permease for which it codes one would need to employ an operon from another 

strain. pKW209 carries a gus operon with a functional copy of gusB derived 

from a fecal isolate of E. coli. Yet since this operon is still under the control of its 

native promoter the simplest way of putting this operon under control of the pTac 

promoter would be to exchange an internal fragment of this operon with an 

internal fragment of a K12-derived operon which is already under pTac control. 

Since one such operon is found in pRAJ294, the exchange could be carried out 

in the following manner. I would cut both pRAJ294 and pKW209 with BamYW 
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(which cuts once internal to gusA upstream of gusB) and BstX\ (which cuts 

immediately downstream of gusC) cloning the internal fragment (carrying the 

gusB gene) from pKW209 into the same position in pRAJ294. The whole operon 

under pTac control and bearing a functional copy of gusB could then be 

transferred to pJC63 and subsequently cloned into a miniTn5 vector (further 

information on the GUS operon can be found in Appendix C). 

An interesting alternative to gusA as a reporter gene is phoA which was 

originally isolated from E. coli and which codes for an alkaline phosphatase. At 

first sight this enzyme would not seem to represent a good marker for microbial 

ecological studies on account of the high levels of background phosphatase 

activity both in plants and in nearly all bacteria. I have found, however, that the 

levels of phosphatase activity in bacteria can be greatly diminished by the 

addition of phosphate to the medium on which they are grown. Thus, on plates 

marked strains can easily be distinguished from unmarked strains. Furthermore, 

although plants roots quickly turn blue when assayed with X-phos in a 

magnesium sulfate buffer solution, when the assay is carried out in the standard 

phosphate assay buffer used in GUS assays, the roots show no sign of blueness 

even after several days at 37' C. apparently the presence of phosphate 

supresses the action of the phophatase in plant roots. 

Based on these results I decided to make a pTac-controlled phoA construct 

exactly analogous to that for gusA. This construct is presented in the Results 

section and is known as pJC80. Once this cassette is incorporated into a 

miniTn5 delivery plasmid it should prove useful as an alternative to the gusA 

marker gene construct (further information on phoA can be found in Appendix 

D). 
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Perhaps an even more interesting use of the pftoA-based marker would be to 

use it in conjuction with the gusA marker. 1 believe that two different strains of 

the same species could both be marked, one with gusA and the other with phoA. 

These two strains could then be competed and the results of the competition 

could be assayed usually a combination of Red-glue and X-phos. Presumably 

those nodules occupied by the pfroA-marked strain should turn blue whereas 

those nodules occupied by the gi/sA-marked strain would turn red. Any mixed 

infections that occur might present a sort of purple. The use of two marked 

strains would permit a wide range of interesting questions to be explored that are 

not accessible through the use of a single marked strain. 

The idea of multiple marked strains can, in theory, be extended even further. 

I can imagine a competition experiment in which as many as eight distinctly 

marked strains are employed. The markers which might work are: gusA 

producing red on reaction with Red-glue, phoA producing blue on reaction with 

X-phos, xyE producing yellow on reaction with cathecol, the me/genes 

producing black upon reaction with tyrosine, and the four different click beetle 

luciferases discussed below, each of which produces a distinct wavelength of 

visible light. The use of many marked strains simultaneously widens even 

further the range of possibilites for new and interesting experiments, and the 

introduction of such markers into bacteria should be a relatively straightforward 

matter using the miniTn5plasmid delivery system. 

Another alternative marker to GUS is the thermo-stabile beta-galactosidase 

isolated from Thermus strain T2 by Koyama et al. (Koyama et al., 1990). As I 

have already mentioned in the Introduction, there are high levels of beta-

galactosidase activity both in soil bacteria as well as plant roots. It may be 
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possible, however, to reduce this activity by adding galactose to the X-gluc 

assay buffer. I did not attempt this experiment. 

Another way of selectively eliminating the endogenous GUS activity-to be 

found in plant roots and bacteria would be through a short period of heat 

treatment. A 15 minute period of incubation at 70' C eliminates all naticeable 

endogenous beta-galactosidase activity from both plant roots and bacteria (J. 

Corbo, unpublished results). The thermo-stabile beta-galactosidase from 

Thermus strain T2, on the other hand, can survive such heat treatment with no 

apparent loss of activity (see Appendix E). For this reason it represents a 

potentially useful marker for soil bacteria whose function would not be 

confounded by high background activity. 

In my attempts to clone a promoterless copy of the thermo-stabile beta-

galactosidase gene from pOS1031 was repeatedly unsuccessful. The procedure 

I used, however, was the following. First, I removed the gene from pOS103 as a 

BamH\-Hin6\\\ fragment and blunted it with Klenow. Then I attempted to clone it 

into the H;ncll site of pTACTER. Unfortunately I never obtained transformants 

which formed blue colonies on X-gal plates. I couldn't pursue this problem 

further for lack of time. 

This construct could be very useful, however, and I hope that someone 

makes further efforts in this direction in the future. There have been some 

suggestions (from Richard Jefferson in particular) that such a thermo-stabile 

beta-galactosidase marker gene might find uses in transgenic plant work as well. 

This is another possibility which I hope will be followed up on (further information 

on the thermo-stabile beta-galactosidase can be found in Appendix E). 

XyE is another interesting gene which was originally isolated from the TOL 

plasmid of Pseudomonas sp. and has been used as a marker gene in other work 
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(Winstanley et al., 1989). Upon reaction with cathecol the product of the xyE 

gene produces a bright yellow compound. I have not experimented with the use 

of this gene but have only considered it as a possible candidate for an alternative 

marker gene for Rhizobium species. In Appendix F I present information on a 

plasmid which carries a promoterless copy of the xyE gene. This promoterless 

copy could be oned under the pTac promoter in pTACTER and subsequently 

transferred first to pJC63 then to a miniTn5 vector. 

The luxAB operon codes for the two subunits of bacterial luciferase which, 

upon reaction with an aldehyde substrate, produces light in a certain visible 

wavelength. As I have discussed in the Introduction, a number of groups have 

explored the use of luxAB as a reporter in soil bacteria. These results seemed to 

indicate, however, that the activity of the luciferase could not be determined 

inside nodules without first crushing the nodules or suspending their contents in 

liquid. It seems to me that this handicap might be overcome if only the luxAB 

genes were cloned under a promoter such as pTac which would allow them to 

be expressed at extremely high levels within the cell. Although I have not 

examined this possibility, it is ripe for experimentation. If LUX activity could be 

directly discerned in nodules, this would be a very useful marker indeed due to 

the absence of background activity in normal nodules. For those interested in 

cloning luxB under pTac control perhaps the simplest route would be to remove 

the promoterless copy of luxAB from miniTn5/ivxAB (De Lorenzo et al., 1990) 

and insert it into pTACTER. Ths cassette could then be transferred to pJC63 

and from there into a miniTn5 vector. 

One more possibility for light-based marker genes are the four different 

luciferases isolated as cDNA clones from the click beetle, Pyrophorus 
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plagiophthalamus, (Wood et al., 1989). These luciferases emit light at four 

distinct wavelengths: green (546 nm), yellow-green (560 nm), yellow (578 nm), 

and orange (593 nm). It would be a very interesting experiment to use. these 

various luciferases to mark several different strains of Rhizobium and then 

inoculate them onto a single plant. If we assume that there would be minimal 

double occupation of nodules and that the luciferase activity would be readily 

visible in situ, we might expect to find a veritable "Christmas tree" of differently 

colored nodules. This would be a very interesting way of following several 

marked strains at once. 

The final possibility for an alternative marker for soil bacteria are the mel 

genes presented in a paper by Altenbuchner (Altenbuchner, 1988). These 

genes code for enzymes which biosynthesize melanin and for this reason might 

be used to produce a marked strain which upon induction in situ would lead to 

the formation of black, melanin-filled nodules. I have not followed up on this idea 

again for lack of time (further information on the mel genes is to be found in 

Appendix G). 
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Useful hint* for tht utilization of pUT and pLOF- bused 
mini transposons 

These instructions accompany the strains that you have requested which, have been 
described and published in Herreroe/a/. (J. Baeu 72,6567- €567/1990)' and/or de 
Lorenzo et a/. (J. Sact. 172, 6568-6572). Please, before using our constructions, read 
carefully the corresponding paper to avoid misconceptions on the organization of the 
mlnMransposon delivery system and the strains which are more useful for your specific 
purposes. The following advices are given for your convenience. Fjease, note the following ; 

1. Cloning of foreign Insert* In pLOFKm, pLOFPttr pLOFHg, pLOFArs, pUTKm, pUTPtt, 
pUTHg, pUTArs (4. Bact.172,6557- 6567/1990) and pUT/mlnl-TnSS/nSp, 
pinVmlnl-TnSTc, pUT/mini-Tn5C/n, pUT/mlni'Tn5Kim, pinvmlni-TnSXmf and 
pUT/minl-TnoTCm* ( J. Bact.172,6568-6572/1990). All these delivery vectors must be 
maintained In Xpir lysogens such as E. coil CC118Xp/r, since otherwise they cannot 
replicate. They contain single Not! and/or Sfil sites (check maps to see which one is more 
adequate for you) within the mobile element, where you can clone your insert, provided that 
it can be obtained as either Sfii (in some cases) or as a Notl (in most cases) restriotion 
fragment. An easy way to flank a fragment of DNA with Notl or Sfii sites is to done It In 
pUC18Not or p U d S Sfi plesmids which are also described (J. BacU 72,6557- 6567/1990 
) ana men, excise me wrioie insert as a oil or not Tragment. puwaunveo piasmias wist QT 
course replicate in most E coll strals and will keep the blue/white screening for Inserts 
when used In E. coll JM103-type stralns-yet a little paler than "normal" pUCs. Note that 
because of the degeneracy of the Sfil-cleavage sequence, the Sfi I sites present In the 
pUT/pLOF vectors, are compatible with those of plSSfi and pUC16Sfl, but may not be with 
others. Note also that p18Sfl and pUC18Sfi*derived fragments are forced to enter In only one 
orientation In pUT/pLOF vectors. 

2. Transformation of recombinant transpoeona. After setting up your ligation 
mixtures between the pLOF or pUT vectors-based vectors and your Not or Sfi Inserts, you 
should transform them in competent £ coll COHSXp/r. in our hands, this strains shows a 
very high transformation rate and we use It as routine recipient of our constructions. NOTE 
THAT pUT AND pLOF-BASED FLASMIDS SHALL NOT REPLICATE IN NON-V* LYSOGENS, Once 
you have your construction ready, you can then transform It Into the delivery strain £ coil 
SM10%,p/r; This strain forms opaque and weird-looking colonies, is very slow-growing and 
H might be difficult to transform In some cases. Now we have made a better delivery strain, £ 
coll Sl7<Up/r whioh is available upon request (for a description of S17-1 , see ref #38 
of J. Baet.172,6557- 6567/1990). 

3. Orientation of Notl inserts in the minl-traneposons may become a problem 
because of the abundance of restriction sHes accumulated during different intermediates In 
the construction of pUT-dertved delivery vectors. Please, try to follow the pedigree of each 
vector described in the papers to figure out which slte(s) Is(are) best to orientate your 
particular Insert In our hands, when cloning in pUT-derfved vectors we find very useful the 
single EcoRI site dowstream of the O Tn5 extreme and still present in all derivatives as 
shown in J. Bact.172,6657- 6567/1990, Fig.7. Note, however, that other. EcoRt sites 
might be present in the region bracketed by the TnS ends. 

4. Mating* should be carried out for 8-18h exactly as described in J. Bact. 172, 
6668-6572 excepting if the target strain Is another E.colt strain. As explained in the same 
paper, the donor strain (either SM10 Xpir or S17-1 Xpir) may lysogenlze the other E 
colt which acts as a recipient, thus killing the R6K-based suicide donation system. This 
results In the frequent apppearance of ApR exconjugants. We have observed that such a 
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phenomenon occurs more often when selection is made for Sm/Sp and Tc than for Km or Cm 
and also with some Inserts mora frequently than others and we do not know why. We have 
also observed that avoiding Mg+ + In all buffers In contact with the ceils and addition of 1% 
sodium citrate to the selection plates does hetp in some cases (but not in all) to reduce 
{legitimate phage induction. With some patience, however, we have been able to generate 
authentic insertions of the recombinant transposes in £ colt in ail instances that we have 
tried so far. 

5. Selection and frequencies of exeonjuflant*. Information provided in the papers 
for optimal concentrations Of the selective agent used (either antibiotic or non-antibiotic) 
are optimized for' Psadomonas putlda and you may have to optimize them again for your 
particular bug. Ail selective agents are commerciaiy available excepting Bialaphos, which 
can, however, be requested from DR. KOZO NAOAOKA, Biotechnology Research Lab, Meiji 
Selka Kalsha Ltd. Pharmaceutical Research Canter, Morooka-cho, Kohoku^ku, Yokohama, 
222 Japan, oho, 045 (541)2521, fax 048 (543)9771. We have observed (with little 
surprise) that selection for Km is the cleanest and the one which leads to the highest 
Insertions! frequency. Keep that in mind if you want to use transposons described in J. Bact. 
172, 6566-6872 for random insertion mutagenesis to generate gene fusions, in the F!g.2 of 
that paper, you can observe that all transposons excepting the mlni-TnS/i/xrte element are 
K m " . If the Tc^ of the luxAB transposon does not reach the frequency of insertion that you 
require, you may Just substitute the Sfii antibiotic resistance cassette by any other of your 
preference (Km, for Instance). 

6. The use of mlnl'TnSphoA . This element can in principle be used with any 
Gram-negative, provided that it supports the donation/transposition system described in the 
paper. In our hands. IS medium has enough phosphate in Itself to supress the Indigenous 
PhoA+ phenotype (blue colonies in XP) of many strains. This makes unncessary in most eases 
the generation of a phoA' mutation in the target strain to search for insertions In membrane 
or exported proteins. Note, however, that the development of the characteristic blue color in 
XP of productive PhoA* Insertions Is a pH-dependent process and ft my vary with the genus 
and strain used, taking several days to appear in some instances. 

For more INFO, phone, write or fax to 

Oft VICTOR DELORBCD 
CenTOD6INvtSTK3ACO^ESBKXrx31CAS 
C/ VELAZQUEZ 144, MADRID 26006 SPAIN 
Pho. -34-1-2011800 
Fax. -34-1*2027518 
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6-GLUCURONIDASE (GUS) OPERON FUSIONS AS A TOOL FOR STUDYING 
PLANT-MICROBE INTERACTIONS 

KATE J. WILSON1-2, KEN E. GILLER1 AND RICHARD A. JEFFERSON2 

*Wye College, University of London, Wye, Ashford, Kent, UK; 2Joint Division of 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, P.O. Box 100, A-1400, Vienna, Austria. 

ABSTRACT. We are developing the Escherichia coli gus operon as a transgenic marker for the 
detection and study of bacteria of the rhizosphere and phyllosphere. This operon includes genes 
encoding 6-glucuronidase (GUS) and a glucuronide-specific membrane transporter. We have 
introduced the entire gus operon cloned from a natural isolate of E. coli into Agrobacterium and 
Khizobium strains. The operon was expressed in both species. Alfalfa nodules induced by R. meliloti 
strains carrying the gus operon stained blue on incubation with the GUS substrate X-Gluc. To enable 
introduction of GUS into bradyrhizobia, a translational fusion of the Tn5 aph gene to gusA was 
constructed. Blue-stained infection threads in root hairs of siratro plants inoculated with a 
Bradyrhizobiwn strain carrying this fusion were clearly visible after incubation with X-Gluc. 

Introduction 

Populations of soil bacteria exert a great influence on the growth of plants. However, our 
present understanding of the role of particular bacterial strains in soil ecology and crop 
growth is restricted by the difficulty of studying bacterial populations in situ in the soil or in 
tight association with plants. Molecular biology is providing new tools with which to address 
questions of microbial ecology, most notably the use of marker genes and of techniques for 
analysing DNA extracted from the spectrum of organisms present in a given microbial 
community. The latter approach recently provided firm evidence that the microorganisms 
that we can culture in the laboratory form only a fraction of a given microbial community 
(1,2), thereby emphasising the need for methods to analyse the behaviour of specific 
populations of microorganisms in situ within a given community, rather than in artificial 
conditions in a laboratory. To this end, we are developing the gus operon as a transgenic 
marker for use in the detection and analysis of living microorganisms in situ in their natural 
environment. 

The E. coli gus operon comprises three genes. The first is gus A, the structural gene 
encoding the enzyme B-glucuronidase (GUS) (3), which is now widely used as a reporter 
gene in gene fusion analysis in plants (4) and, more recently, in fungi (5) and in bacteria (6). 
It is followed by gusB, encoding a glucuronide-specific permease, and a third gene, gusC of 
unknown function (W-J Liang, T.J. Roscoe and RAJ, unpublished). The glucuronide 
permease is remarkable in that it actively accumulates an extremely wide variety of 
glucuronides, including the GUS substrates 4-methylumbelliferyl fi-D-glucuronide, p-
nitrophenyl fi-D-glucuronide and 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl 6-D-glucuronide (X-Gluc) 
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(KJW and RAJ unpublished,7). Expression of the operon is specifically induced by 
glucuronide substrates which act by relieving transcriptional repression by the product of the 
gusR gene which lies immediately upstream from gusA. -

There are many reasons to choose the gus operon as a transgenic marker system for 
bacteria. There is the total absence of background GUS activity in most bacterial, fungal and 
plant systems tested^ which vastly enhances the sensitivity of detection and enables Hie 
spatial relationship of microorganisms to plants to be determined. The enzyme is very stable 
in diverse biochemical conditions and a wide variety of fluorogenic and colorigenic GUS 
substrates are available. Most importantly, functional expression of the glucuronide permease 
in other bacteria will enable accumulation of GUS substrates from low external 
concentrations into transgenic organisms dispersed in the soil or the rhizosphere, so 
permitting them to be detected and monitored without the necessity for laboratory culture. 

We have recently cloned the entire gus operon from non-K12 strains of E. coli (in K12 
strains the permease does not actively transport glucuronides (8; W-J Liang, P. Henderson 
and RAJ, unpublished data)). Here we describe the introduction of the gus operon into 
Rhizobium and Agrobacterium strains and initial experiments demonstrating the potential of 
GUS and the gus operon as a marker for detecting strains of Rhizobium and Bradyrhizobium 
in symbiosis with their host plants. 

Materials and Methods 

Bacterial strains, plasmids, media and genetic manipulations. Rml021 is wild-type R. 
meliloti; LBA4404 is a disarmed Agrobacterium tumefaciens; NC92 is a Bradyrhizobium 
cowpea-group strain (10); pLAFR3 is a broad-host-range cloning vector; pSUP1021 is a 
Tn5 suicide vector (9); pKW210 is the gus operon from a faecal isolate of E. coli in 
pLAFR3. Standard LB or YM media were used. Antibiotic concentrations were standard. X-
Gluc was used at 50 /jg/ml. Conjugation of plasmids was performed with the mob+ E. coli 
strain S17-1 (9). pKW107 contains an aph-gusA-rrnB fusion cloned between the Smal and 
BstXI sites of Tn5 in pSUP1021 (KJW, unpublished). 
Growth and analysis of plants. Alfalfa and siratro plants were grown in seed pouches as 
described (10). For histochemical assays, whole roots were immersed in X-Gluc buffer (50 
mM NaPC-4, pH 7.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton, 0.1% Sarkosyl, 0.05% SDS, 50 jig/ml 
XGluc). X-Gluc was from BioSynth AG, Switzerland. Blue-stained nodules were fixed for 
48 hours in formalin acetic acid, dehydrated in ethanol, cleared in Histoclear (Agar Aids) 
and embedded in paraffin wax. 

Results and Discussion 

THE GUS OPERON IS EXPRESSED IN BOTH AGROBACTERIUM AND RHIZOBIUM 

In initial experiments plasmid pKW210, a pLAFR3 clone carrying the gus operon from a 
faecal isolate of E. coli was introduced into R. meliloti strain Rml021 and into 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain LBA4404 by conjugation. Transconjugants containing 
pKW210 formed tiny deep-blue colonies on LB plates containing X-Gluc, a GUS substrate 
which, on cleavage by GUS forms a deep indigo precipitate. Control transconjugants 
containing only the pLAFR3 plasmid with no insert did not develop any blue colour. This 
indicated qualitatively that the cloned E. coli gus operon was being expressed, probably from 
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its own promoter. Preliminary quantitative assays indicate that expression levels may be 
similar to those observed in E. coli. 

To determine whether expression of the gus operon could be used to detect and 
monitor the infection process, the R. meliloti transconjugants were inoculated onto alfalfa 
plants. At early stages of the infection process (up to 84 hours post-inoculation) curled root 
hairs were abundant but infection threads were not detected by blue-staining upon incubation 
in X-Gluc buffer. However, young nodules (nine days post inoculation) stained bright blue 
and appeared like a string of blue beads down the root. 

Alfalfa forms determinate nodules with the symbiotic zones clearly differentiated 
spatially within the nodule. Therefore, mature, cylindrical nodules (44 days post-
inoculation) were assayed to look at the spatial distribution of gus expression. In these 
nodules blue staining was again strong, but was restricted to the tips of the nodules distal to 
the root. When 6 /im thick sections were examined, blue staining was very clear in 
individual cells and was localized to the cells of the early symbiotic (meristematic) zone. No 
staining was observed in the nodule cortex, except for occasional patches of blue on the 
exterior face, presumably due to clumps of bacteria adhering to the outer surface of the 
nodule. Nor was there any staining in the cells of the mature symbiotic zone. This 
localization of the gus operon expression indicates either that the plasmid, pKW210, was lost 
from the mature, nitrogen-fixing bacteroids, or that the promoter from which it is being 
expressed is not transcribed at this stage of development. This question can easily be 
resolved by using chromosomally-integrated copies of the operon. 

MARKING OF A BRADYRHIZOBIUM STRAIN 

We wish to develop this system from the outset to be useful not just in Rhizobium and 
Agrobacterium strains which are well characterized genetically, but also in bacteria which 
are of considerable ecological and economic importance, but which are less easy to 
manipulate, such as bradyrhizobia. Bradyrhizobium sp. (Arachis) strain NC92 (like many 
other bradyrhizobia) has endogenous resistance to tetracyline, prohibiting selection of 
pKW210 in this strain. To overcome this limitation, and to determine whether higher level 
expression of gusA would enable routine detection of marked bacteria in infection threads, 
we constructed a Tn5 derivative containing a translational fusion between the promoter 
region and 11 N-terminal amino acids of the aph gene (encoding the neomycin-resistance 
determinant of Tn5) and gusA. This promoter was chosen because it is active in a wide 
variety of gram-negative bacteria, including bradyrhizobia. GUS+, kanr NC92 derivatives 
were obtained following conjugation with S17-1 (pKW107); one such GUS+ derivative was 
used to inoculate siratro plants. Blue-stained infection threads were readily observed in 
curled root hairs in one section of the root, while no blue-staining was observed in other 
areas of the root, including those with abundant root hairs. This observation fits with the 
observation that zones of the growing root are only transiently susceptible to (brady)rhizobial 
infection. Mature nodules formed by this strain could also be detected by X-Gluc staining, as 
with the alfalfa plants described above. Control nodules formed by the parent strain NC92 
did not develop any blue colour on incubation in X-GIuc buffer. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

Our goal is to develop the gus operon as a marker system that can be routinely used to mark 
and study free-living, symbiotic and pathogenic bacteria. Developments in progress include 
manipulation of the glucuronide permease to function efficiently in diverse bacteria, 
construction of gene fusions that are tightly regulated, yet expressed at high level when 
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induced, manipulation of plasmids and other delivery vehicles to ensure efficient introduction 
of the operon into the microorganism of choice, as well as the development and optimization 
of methods for the detection and monitoring of bacteria in soil or in tight association with 
plants without laboratory culturing. In this paper we indicate the possibilities for the 
application of this system application of this system to greatly facilit 
for nodule occupancy. 
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(Linear) MAP of: Gusrabo.Seq check: 1374 from: 1 to: 7590 

With 181 enzymes: * 

MinOpen: 150 

10 E. coli gus operon - formerly uidA (gusA) 
and gusB (permease) and gusC (unknown function) followed 
by convergently transcribed putative manB locus. Sequence 

compiled from R. A. Jefferson, PNAS and Jefferson and Liang, 
Unpublished. Preliminary, with ambiguities 16 December, 1989. 

GusR preliminary sequence added by KJW January 1991 

January 29, 1991 14:37 
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CAAAAAACTCGACGGCCrTGTGGGCATTCAGTCTGGATCGCGAAAACTGTGGAATTGATCAGCGTTGGTGGGAAAGCGCGTTACAAGAAAGCCGGGCAATT 
1501 + + + + + + + + + + 1600 

GTTTTrTGAGCTGCCGGACACCCGTAAGTCAGACCTAGCGCTTTTGACACC^ 

LysLysLeuAspGlyleuTrpAlaPheSerLeuAspArgGluAsnCysGlylleAspGlnArgTrpTrpGluSerAlaLeuGlnGluSerArgAlalle -
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CGACACGGTCCGTCAAAATTGCTAGT<^^GCGGCTACGTCTATAAGCATTAATACGCCCGTTGCAGACCATAGTCGCGCTTCAGAAATATGGCTTTCCAA 
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GGGCAGGCCAGCGTATCGTGCTGCGTTTCGATGCGGTCACTCATTACGGCAAAGTGTGGGTCAATAATCAGGAAGTGATGGAGCATCA*GGGCGGCTATAC 
1701 + + + + + + + + + + 1800 

CCCGTCCGGTCGCATAGCACGACGCAAAGCTACGCCAGTGAGTAATGCCGTTTCACACCCAGTTATTAGTCCTTCACTACCTCGTAGTCCCGCCGATATG 

AlaGlyGlnArglleValLeuArgPheAspAlaValThrHisTyrGlyLysValTrpValAsnAsnGlnGluValMetGluHisGlnGlyGlyTyrThr -
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17.01.91 AM IAEA 

^ 4 FERMENTATION RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
AIST, MITI, Tsukuba Science City 

Ibaraki305, JAPAN 

DrJoseph Corbo 
Soil Science Unit 
Joint FAO/IAEA Programme Agency's Laboraories 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Wagramerstrasse 5 
P.O. Box 100 
A-1400 Vienna 
Austria 

Yoshinori Koyama 

Telephone (0298) 54 - 6088 

Facsimile * (0298) 54 - 6009 

Telex 3652570 AIST J 

3̂ 1 - £V/o 

o o ;tfW3246 
Dear Joseph. Corbo Jan 9, 1991 

Thank you for your letter of Dec 3, 1990 (351-G3.10). I am 

enclosing pOS103 plasmid DNA and E.coli MC1061 strains. I place no 

restriction on usage of the plasmid DNA if you use it on scientific 

research. You can distribute it to other researchers without notice to 

me. 

Good luck in your research ! 

Yours sincerely 

\o\^ you.(^ purpose . 

1 
Yoshinori Koyama 

ACTION 

ACTION 

OgjCSR: 

KWM Or 

P-ICtV: 

DA-E OF 
ACISCfx 

54G.NAroR£ 

AC,.-; j 

NC -•';." 

^ , 
'A"V€^U_^OC. 

«* *0 : 

h j LKSC«-:««.. 
Qt> 
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INSTRUCTIONS ({3-galgene) 

Enclosed DNA and Strain 

pOS103DNA '-"•••<,) 

E.coli MC1061 

pOS103 contains 3.IK base insert DNA of Thermus T2 (3-galactosidase gene 

on E.coli vector pUC8 . The restriction map and the nucleotide sequence of 

possible N terminal region of P-galactosidase are also enclosed (the other part of 

the gene is not sequenced) Molecular weight of the native enzyme is 570K. The 

enzyme was purified by affinity chromatography. The molecular weight of the 

monomer enzyme was estimated to be ca. 75K by SDS-PAGE. This indicate that 

Thermus T2 b-galactosidase has octamer subunit structure, not tetramer like 

E.coli enzyme, and that the coding frame spans ca. 2. IK base. 

The enzyme is stable at 70°C and there is no loss of activity after heat 

treatment at 70°C for 30 min. However the enzyme (cell free extract) loses more 

than half of its activity after freeze storage. 

Introduction of cloned gene into T.thermophilics suggested that promoter is 

not located just upstream of the p-galactosidase gene 
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H Bg E K Xb P Sp H 

Fig. 1: Broad-host-range promoter probe vectors pMP77 and pMP220. The 
construction of pMP77 is shown. Plasmid pBL15 was constructed by 
inserting a partial digested Acy\-Sal\ fragment, containing the XylE 
gene from pTG402 (49) in the HlndWl and Sail sites of pUC9, using 
W/ndll l- l inkers after treatment of the Acy\ ends with the Klenow 
fragment of DNA polymerase I. The W/ndlll-SomHI fragment of pBL15 
was exchanged with the polylinker of pMP71 (43) to create pMP75. 
Insertion of. the polylinker of plC20H (29) resulted in the promoter 
probe vector pMP77 with unique sites in the polylinker as indicated 
and with Sm and Cm as resistance markers. The construction of 
pMP220 has been described (43). I t contains unique cloning sites in 
the plC20M polylinker, and encodes resistance against tetracycline. 
H, /Y/ndll l ; Bg, BglU; E, £coRI; K, Kpn\; Xb, Xba\; P, Pst\; S, 
Sph\; B, BamH\. 

fragment of pMK15 in pMP220 digested with BglW and £coRI. Plasmid pMK19 was 

constructed by deletion of 0.35-kb flomHI fragment from pMK18. From the M17 

bp Hln4\\\-BamH\ insert of pMK19 a 189 bp Hae 111-eomHI fragment was isolated 

and cloned in pEMBL19 (11 , 48) with a BamYW st icky-, and a blunt Sai\ end 

(after f i l l ing in with the Klenow large subunit of polymerase 1 [Boehringer 

Mannheim]). From the resulting pEMHB190 the same fragment was isolated after 

digestion with W/ndlll and BamH\ and subsequently ligated in pMP220, linearized 

with both enzymes, to give pML191. 
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Xc. 
Volume 16 Number 17 1988 Nucleic Acids Research 

A new E.coli cloning vector containing a melanin marker for insertion screening 

J.Altenbuchner 

Institute of Biochemistry, Genetics and Microbiology, University of Regensburg, 8400 Regcnsburg, FRG 
Submitted August 2, 1988 

The successful expression of Streptomyces antibioticus genes for 
melanin synthesis (mel) in Escherichia coli led to the construc
tion of the new vector pJOE810, which facilitates screening for 
recombinants as white (Mel ) colonies among black Mel colonies 
on L-Broth supplemented with tyrosine and CuSO.. In pJOE810 two 
mel genes, an open 438 bp reading frame (ORF 438) of unknown 
function and a structural gene for tyrosinase (tyr), are trans
cribed from the lac promotor. The vector is a recombinant of 
pIC20H (1) and a 1.3 kb BclI/SphI fragment, containing the mel 
genes from the Streptomyces plasmid pIJ702 (2). The polylinker 
sequence of pIC20H was modified at two positions to remove 
translational stops upstream of ORF 438, and the lacZ 06-fragment 
was deleted between the polylinker sequence and the Ndel site 
of the vector. Unlike the pUC vectors (3), pJOE810 requires 
only cheap substrate and can be used in virtually any E.coli 
strain. The vector was also introduced and the mel genes ex
pressed in Serratia marcescens. Salmonella thyphimurium, Erwi-
nia carotovora and, after cloning of Streptomyces plasmids into 
the single PvuII site of pJOE810 even in Streptomyces lividans. 

i K t atiMBit «H>I r*u t**\ 

A16 M X AT6 AIT AC6 CCA AC6 TIC CAT GCC TGC AG6 l e t AIC CAC 

Fig.l: Physical and genetic map of 
pJOE810 and the polylinker sequence 
between the lacZ start codon and 
the start of ORF 438 (arrow). 
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nuscript. 
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Dr.J.Altenbuchner 
Institut fur Industrielle Genetik 
Universitat Stuttgart 
AzenbergstraBe 18 
7000 Stuttgart 1 

Mr.Joseph Corbo 
Soil Science Unit 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
WagramerstraBe 5 
Postfach 100 
A-1400 Wien, Ostereich 

27.2.1991 

Your sign: 351-G3.10 

Dear Mr. Corbo, 

Please find enclosed a few microgram of the requested plasmid 
pJOE810. When you transform it into E.coli, the most suitable 
agarplates to see the melanin formation are as following: 
10 gr tryptone, 
10 gr NaCl, 
15 gr agar, 
15mg CuSO ad 1000ml water 

after autoclaving add 
0.5ml IPTG (stock is 0.1M) 
2.5ml ampicillin (stock is 40mg/ml) 
2ml FeCl (stock is 0.1M) 

I am sorry that you misunderstood my paper. The melanin marker 
consists of to genes, one coding for the tyrosinase, which is 
responsible for melanin synthesis and a second gene, ORF438, which 
activates the tyrosinase by adding copper ions to the enzyme. Both 
genes are under controll of the lac-promoter. 

If there are more questions don't bother to ask again. Please note 
my new address. 

Yours sincerely 

v - ^ 
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Questions concerning this work should be directed either to myself or to Kate Wilson: 

Joseph C. Corbo 
432 Seville Ave. 
Newport Beach, CA 92661 USA 
tel. (714)673-5669 

Kate Wilson-

Work: 

Department of Microbiology 
Wageningen Agricultural University 
Hesselink van Suchtelenweg 4 
NL-6703 CT Wageningen, The Netherlands 

tel. (31) 8370-83740 

Home: 

Lawickse Allee 22 
6707 AG Wageningen, The Netherlands 
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